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Spectroscopy is the branch of science dealing with the study of interaction of 
electromagnetic radiation with matter. The absorption or emission processes are 
known throughout the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from the gamma ray region 
to the radio region (NMR). The experimental measurement of radiation frequency 
gives a value for the change of energy involved from which one may draw conclusion 
about the set of possible discrete energy levels of the constituent(s) of the matter. The 
ways in which the measurements of radiation frequency (absorbed or emitted) are 
made experimentally and energy levels deduced from this comprise the practice of 
spectroscopy. 
The spectra are studied, especially to determine the chemical composition of 
substances and physical properties of molecules, ions and atoms. From these studies, 
it gradually became clear that the particular wavelength of light associated with atoms 
of a given element are characteristic of that element. Therefore, the spectral 
information must provide clues to the internal structure of the atom. 
1.1 Line Spectra 
Information concerning the electronic structure of an isolated atom (or ion) can 
be inferred from a variety of different types of experimental investigations—for 
example, data on elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons, ions or x-rays by the 
atom and data on the energies of photoelectrons ejected from the atom. By far the 
most important source of high-accuracy information, however, comes from the 
spectroscopic study of light radiated or absorbed by the atom [1]. 
The spectrum of the Hght radiated by atoms in an appropriate light source may 
be examined with the aid of the simple prism spectrograph. Light from the source is 
focused on a narrow entrance slit that is oriented parallel to the dispersing faces of the 
prism. The light passing through the slit is dispersed according to wavelength in 
passing through the prism. For each wavelength of light present, a camera lens forms 
an image of the slit on a photographic plate; the various images for the different 
wavelengths are displaced from one another in a direction perpendicular to the length 
of each slit image. If the source is such (for example, an incandescent solid) as to 
radiate light of all wavelengths, the photographic plate records a continuous 
succession of overlapping slit images, and the spectrum is correspondingly known as 
a continuous spectrum. However, if the light from the source is radiated by a 
collection of isolated atoms, it is found to consist of a greater or smaller number of 
isolated wavelengths: if a very narrow spectrograph-slit is used, the spectrum appears 
on the photographic plate as a set of isolated parallel lines. Such spectra are 
accordingly referred to as line spectra, to distinguish them from the continuous 
spectra of solids and the "band" spectra of molecules. 
Evidently, the line-image form of observed spectra of atoms is a characteristic of 
the shape of the entrance slit of the spectrograph. For modem research work, the 
prism spectrograph has almost entirely been replaced by spectrographs using a 
diffraction grating as the dispersing element, but the use of a narrow entrance slit still 
results in line spectrum. For ultra high resolution work, Fabry-Perot and Michelson 
interferometers may be used; these produce interference fringes in the form of 
concentric circles rather than straight lines. Even with a grating spectrograph, the 
instrument is sometimes used without a slit (or, rather, with an extremely wide slit), 
and the spectrum then appears as a set of (usually overlapping) images of the source, 
one image for each wavelength present. Nonetheless, because of appearance of the 
spectrum produced by the classic narrow-slit instrument, each essentially 
monochromatic wavelength present in the light emitted by an atom is called a spectral 
line. 
1.2 Characteristic spectra of atoms and ions 
Each atom or ion emits a line spectrum which is characteristic of that atom or 
ion. This provides the basis for spectrographic methods of the analysis of the 
composition of (vaporized) alloys or other mixtures of atoms; indeed, several 
elements (among them Helium, Rubidium, Cesium, Gallium, Indium and Thallium) 
were discovered spectroscopically [1]. 
The spectrum emitted by neutral atoms of a given element is called the first 
spectrum of that element, and is denoted by the Roman numeral 1; the spectrum 
emitted by singly ionized atoms is called the second spectrum and is denoted by 
Roman numeral II, etc. The first spectrum is sometimes also called the arc spectrum, 
because it is one that is most prominent in the spectrum of a low-current d-c arc. The 
second spectrum is called the (first) spark spectrum because it becomes strong in a 
high-voltage (low-current) spark. 
Obviously the number of different possible line spectra of an element is equal 
to the atomic number Z, so that there exist the spectra H I; He I, He II; Li I, Li II, Li 
III, etc. Such high-ionization-stage spectra as Fe XVIII-XXVI, Mo XXXI-XXXIII, 
and Au LII have been produced in the laboratory, and lines of Fe XXV (helium-like 
iron) have been seen in spectra of solar flares [4]. 
1.3 Isoelectronic sequences 
A neutral atom and those ions of other elements having the same number of 
electrons as the atom, comprise an isoelectronic sequence. Note that a negative ion 
having this number of electrons is a member of the sequence. Spectra of ions of 
different elements having the same number of electrons N tend to be very similar in 
general structure, especially for highly ionized atoms. A sequence of ions having 
fixed N, or the corresponding sequence of spectra, is called an isoelectronic sequence. 
An isoelectronic sequence is usually denoted by its first (neutral-atom) member; for 
example, the Ar I sequence consists of Ar I, K II, Ca III, Sc IV, etc. However, if 
emphasis is on a particular highly ionized member of a sequence, the sequence might 
be denoted by this member; for example, the Ar I sequence might also be called the 
Fe IX sequence, and thought of as the sequence Cr VII, Mn VIII, Fe IX, Co X, Ni XI, 
etc. 
Since, every member of such a sequence contains the same number of extra 
nuclear electrons, the energy structure and the spectral lines arising from members of 
a sequence show remarkable similarities among themselves. This provides an 
invaluable means of identifying transitions and checking the accuracy of 
identifications along the sequence [2]. 
1.4 Energy levels 
The fact that light is radiated by an atom at only certain discrete wavelengths 
is associated with the fact that the atom can exist only in stationary states having 
certain discrete values of internal energy E. The existence of such discrete energy 
states is confirmed by the observation that bombardment of an atom with mono-
energetic x-rays produces photoelectrons of only certain discrete kinetic energies, and 
by the observation that low energy electrons scattered inelastically from an atom at a 
given angle can lose only certain discrete energies. 
The various possible energies of the atom are called energy levels. The lowest 
possible energy is called the ground level, and each quantum state of the atom having 
this energy (there may be more than one such state) is called a ground state. All other 
levels are called excited levels, and the corresponding quantum states are called 
excited states. 
Levels corresponding to tightly bound (inner-shell) electrons can be 
determined through a study of photoelectrons produced by absorption of x-rays, 
directly through a study of emission and absorption X-ray spectra or through line 
absorption spectra using synchrotron radiation as a continuous background source, 
etc [1]. 
1.5 Theoretical background. 
Emission of light takes place when there is transition of an atom from a state 
of higher to a state of lower energy— a quantum jump. Likewise absorption takes 
place by an upward transition that is caused by the action of the fields of the radiation 
on the atom. We start the consideration of these processes by a somewhat 
phenomenological method due to Einstein. The argument is independent of special 
views concerning the electrodynamics of the transition [3]. 
1.6 Hartree-Fock approximation method 
In computational physics, the Hartree-Fock (HF) method is an approximate 
method for the determination of the wavefunction and energy states of a quantum 
many-body system. 
The Hartree-Fock method assumes that the exact N-body wavefunction of the 
system can be approximated by a single Slater determinant (for fermions) or by a 
single permanent* (for bosons) of N spin-orbitals. Invoking the variational principle 
one can derive a set of N coupled equations for the N spin-orbitals. Solution of these 
equations yields the Hartree-Fock wavefunction and energy of the system, which are 
approximations of the exact ones [5j. 
In our laboratory of atomic spectroscopy, HF calculations are performed using 
R.D. Cowan's atomic structure code. Cowan's code is a Fortran 77 program created at 
Los Almos by Robert Cowan in 1968 improved later on. This is a set of four 
programs namely RCN/RCN36, RCN2, RCG and RCE [1] calculates atomic 
structures and spectra. 
The RCN/RCN36 program calculates the one electron radial wavefunctions 
(bound or free) for each of any number of specified electron configurations, using the 
Hartee-Fock method. The RCN2 code is an interface program that uses the output 
wavefunctions from RCN to calculate the configuration interaction Coulomb integrals 
(R ) between each pair of interacting configurations and the electric dipole (El) 
and/or electric quadrupole (E2) radial integrals between each pair of configurations. 
The RCG code set up energy matrices for each possible value of the total angular 
momentum J, diagonalizes each matrix to get eigenvalues (energy levels) and 
eigenvectors. The RCE is basically a least squares fitting program. The basic purpose 
of RCE is to adjust the value of various theoretical parameters so as to produce 
computed energy levels in the best possible agreement with experimentally known 
level values [1]. 
* In linear algebra, the permanent of a matrix is a function of a matrix related to the determinant. The permanent 
as well as the determinant are polynomials of the entries of the matrix. 
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2.1 Types of light sources: 
Different types of sources are used to generate electromagnetic radiation of 
desired region. The light sources, or sources of radiant energy, may be classified 
according to the 
(a) method used for exciting radiation, 
(b) type of spectrum emitted, or 
(c) spectral region to which the source is best adapted (infrared, visible, 
ultraviolet, or extreme ultraviolet). 
The light sources may also be classified in terms of method of excitation; there 
are four principal categories of sources: 
(1) thermal radiators, (2) arc sources, (3) discharge tubes, and (4) spark sources [2], 
In addition to the four principal categories mentioned above, there are certain 
other methods of excitation, such as bombardment by cathode rays or other particle 
beams or excitation of fluorescence or resonance radiation, that are sometimes useful 
in spectroscopy. 
2.2 General characteristics of light sources 
In choosing a source for a particular application, it is desirable to select one 
that emits radiant energy predominantly in the spectral region to be explored. This 
selection is frequently difficult to achieve in practice. For example, incandescent 
lamps are excellent sources for many applications in the visible region, yet they 
radiate more total energy in the infrared than in the visible. The greater the atomic or 
molecular energy transitions involved in the excitation, the shorter the wavelength 
region in which the radiant energy may be expected to predominate. Thus thermal-
emission sources are mainly useful for the infrared and visible regions, while arcs for 
the visible and near ultraviolet, and discharge tubes and sparks for the visible, 
ultraviolet, and extreme ultraviolet regions. 
Sources emitting continuous spectra are particularly useful in making 
absorption studies measurements. Those emitting line spectra are useful in studying 
atomic structure and in qualitative and quantitative emission spectrum analysis [3]. 
The principal light sources and their general spectral characteristics are given in 
Table 2.1. 
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2.3 Continuous sources 
Sources giving continuous spectra are called continuous sources. Continuous 
radiation sources are used to make absorption studies. Thermal radiators emit 
radiation as a result of heating of the radiating surface, like a current of electricity 
heats a metal filament to incandescence. The Tungsten incandensces lamp is a good 
source of continuous radiation in visible region. Some continuous sources are given 
below: 
1. Hydrogen glow discharge 
2. Rare gas continua 
3. Lyman continuum 
4. Synchrotron radiation 
5. Bremsstrahlung radiation 
2.4 Line source and arc 
Line source: 
Sources of discontinuous spectra, almost without exception, are atoms or 
molecules in a gaseous or vapour state that have stored up excess energy in some 
manner and then radiate it as luminous energy. Sources differ in the method by which 
energy is supplied to the atoms and in the amount that can be absorbed before 
radiation. Atoms or molecules may receive energy by absorption of radiations, by 
transforming kinetic energy from inelastic collisions with electrons or atoms, by 
taking energy excitation from other atoms or molecules, which have absorbed energy, 
or by thermal excitation, which is usually a combination of other types. 
In the present work we will deal with emission spectra. Many types of 
emission sources do exist nowadays, to mention a few types are: 
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1. Cold cathode discharge 
2. Positive column 
3. Hollow cathode 
4. Arc discharge 
5. Microwave and radiofrequency discharge 
6. Lasers 
The electromagnetic spectrum has been divided in various regions in 
accordance with the types of instruments available to produce and detect the waves of 
various wavelengths. 
Arc source: 
The arc is suitable to produce different types of spectrum. Continuous, line 
and band spectra of different substances can be recorded using arc. Arc sources emit 
radiation as a result of the maintenance of a comparatively low voltage ionic electric 
discharge between suitable electrodes, under conditions in which the material of the 
electrodes is evaporated into the arc stream and provides a large proposition of the 
conducting and radiation emitting ions. The distinction between arc, spark, and 
discharge excitation is often only approximate. Thus many Carbon arcs depend for 
their emission primarily on the heating of the tips of the Carbons to incandescence as 
a result of bombardment by the ion stream. Again, when spark sources are operated at 
progressively higher current densities, they begin to partake more and more of the 
characteristics of arcs. 
The continuous spectra arise from thermal radiation or nonquantized atomic or 
molecular energy transitions (dissociation spectra, for example), line spectra arise 
from atomic energy transitions, whereas band spectra arise from molecular energy 
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transitions; and all these emission mechanism coexist to some extent in almost every 
source. 
2.5 Condensed spark source 
The electric spark is an electrical discharge across a gap separating two 
electrodes between which a high potential difference exists. The potential gradient 
necessary to initiate such a discharge depends on the gas pressure in the gap, the 
ionization potential of the gas, the shape of the electrodes, and other factors. For 
sharply pointed electrodes in air at atmospheric pressure the required gradient is about 
12,000 volts/cm. 
Cold emission of electrons from the cathode as a result of the high potential 
gradient plays an important part in starting the discharge. In this respect, sparks differ 
from arcs, in which thermionic emission accounts primarily for contribution of 
electrons to the discharge stream. After breakdown occurs, an oscillatory discharge 
takes place, the frequency and duration of which depends upon the constants of the 
electrical circuit. Once the train of succeeding oscillations and sparks has died out, the 
gap remains quiescent until the potential gradient has been built up again to the point 
at which a disruptive discharge occurs. During the oscillatory discharge, electrode 
material enters the discharge stream as a result of ionic bombardment of the cathode. 
This effect, again, distinguishes sparks from arcs in which vaporization by heat is 
largely responsible for the entry of electrode material into the arc stream. 
As sparks are operated at higher current densities and higher electrode 
temperatures, they begin to behave more and more like arcs [1]. Indeed, under 
suitable circumstances the transition to an arc discharge may be complete. Spark 
spectra show the emission lines of singly and multiply ionized atoms in addition to 
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those of neutral atoms which are characteristic of arc spectra. The emission lines of 
atoms of the electrode material normally predominate, in terms of total radiant 
emission, over those of any gasses present in the gap, and the latter may be 
suppressed almost entirely by use of a series inductance [4]. 
2.6 The spark in air and other gases 
For spectroscopic use, it is convenient to employ electrodes about 3 to 4 mm 
in diameter with wedge-shaped opposing ends. The electrodes are mounted with the 
formed edges parallel to each other and to the optical axis of the spectrograph, so that 
wandering of the spark along the edges does not displace it laterally with respect to 
the axis. The gap between electrodes may be from 2 to 8 mm. 
A spark of these specifications may be operated from an induction coil 
("spark" coil) but is much more convenient to use with a high-voltage transformer, the 
primary of which is supplied with power from a 110- or 220- volt AC line. The 
transformer should be rated at 0.25 to 1.0 KVA and should develop a secondary 
voltage of at least 10,000 and preferably 15,000 or 20,000 volts. 
If a spark is operated directly from a spark coil or transformer, the capacitance 
of the circuit is insufficient to permit appreciable storage of electrical energy at the 
discharge potential. Under this circumstance, discharges occur quite frequently, the 
spark is "thin" and comparatively nonluminous, and the radiance is low, being 
primarily from emission by atoms of the gas in the gap rather than from those of the 
electrode material. 
If, however, a Capacitor of appropriate value is connected in parallel with the 
spark gap, the energy dissipated during each oscillatory discharge is greater, and 
appreciable quantities of electrode material appear in the gap and contribute to the 
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radiant emission. Although the discharges occur less often (and with lower oscillation 
frequency), they are of so much greater radiance that the integrated radiation during a 
given period of time is considerably large. It is customary, therefore, to use a 
capacitor in the circuit so as to obtain a "hot" bright spark in which the spark lines of 
the electrode material predominate. 
Increasing the value of capacitor augments the brightness of each disruptive 
discharge. Obviously, however, the capacitance cannot be increased indefinitely with 
any transformer of given power rating and a circuh of a given resistance, ultimately a 
capacitance will be reached which is so great that the transformer cannot charge it to a 
potential sufficient to cause breakdown of the spark gap within the time of a half 
cycle. Then the condenser will be simply charged with opposite polarities during 
succeeding half cycles, without any disruptive sparks taking place. 
The introduction of an induction coil in the oscillatory circuit, which reduces 
the frequency of oscillation since f=l/ (Irr -JLC), tends to reduce the intensity of 
emission lines arising from the atmosphere in which the spark operates, and gives rise 
to a hotter spark. Usual values of the self-inductance L of the coil range from some 15 
micro-henry to a few milli-henry [2]. 
2.7 Condensed spark source used in experimental setup 
We have designed a d.c. spark source by using a L-C circuit at Spectroscopy 
laboratory, Department of Physics, A.M.U., Aiigarh. The main components of this 









Fig. 2.1: Simple spark source diagram. 
The specifications of condensed spark source are: The power supply of 
variable d.c. output up to 12500 V. The Inductor coil of 6 turns with 20 SWG Copper 
wire was wound on a 4.5 inch in diameter cylindrical wooden block. The separation 
between the turns of coil was more than two centimetre. One end of coil is connected 
to the Capacitor and the other end is so chosen to vary the number of turns. This coil 
used to provide necessary current density was connected across a capacitor and 
electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.1. The inductance can be purposefully introduced in 
series with the source to select unknown spectral lines since radiation from the higher 
stages of ionized atoms disappears first as series inductor is increased [4]. A very low 
inductance leads to production of radiation from a very high stage of ionization. 
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Fig. 2.2: Carbon electrodes mount 
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The two carbon electrodes were mounted on a thick perspex strip with a big 
through hole in front of the gap between the two electrodes. This perspex strip is fixed 
on an old traveling microscope slide to get horizontal as well as vertical alignment of 
spark.(fig. 2.2).The hallow electrode (anode) is filled with homogeneously mixed 
mixture of 30% Carbon powder and 70% Chromium Sulphate salt. The gap between 
two electrodes was kept fixed at 2 mm to produce the desired sparks. 
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A spectrograph is an instrument for producing a spectrogram i.e. a 
photographic image of the spectrum. The spectrograph [2] consists of the following 
three parts 
1. Slit and collimator. 
2. Dispersing/diffracting element. 
3. Plate holder. 
3.1 Normal incidence grating spectrograph 
The principle of a normal incidence spectrograph assembly is shown in fig 
3.1.When the angle of incidence a is less than approximately 10, the radiation is 
considered to be directed at normal incidence to the grating. For a less than 10 , there 
is very little astigmatism and essentially no change in the reflectance, hence efficiency 
of the grating. The actual angle of incidence, then, is dictated by the physical problem 
of mounting the photographic plate holder and light source. The inside spectrum is 
normally used either in its first or higher orders since there is actually a loss in 
resolving power as P increases. There is also a considerable saving in space when the 
inside spectrum is used [1]. The reflecting power of grating surface is important for 
determining range in vacuum ultraviolet when using in Normal Incidence mode. 
20 







F3B. 3.1 Optical layout of a basic spectrograph. 
At wavelength X > 1000 A, aluminum is the best reflector whereas below that 
wavelength platinum is superior to aluminum. Grating ruled on glass without 
subsequent coating by metallic films are often used in this region. Glass has the 
particular advantage of not tarnishing and of being cleaned easily if it becomes coated 
with surface films. Normal incidence gratings are usually ruled with 15,000 to 60,000 
lines to the inch. The rulings are usually very similar to those used for longer wave 
ultraviolet and visible regions of spectrum. 
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3.2 Concave grating 
A plane grating requires the use of lenses and mirrors to collimate and to focus 
the incident and emergent light. Existence of concave grating [2] reduces the use of 
slit, plane grating and photographic plate. Also, the problem of chromatic aberration 
vanishes, but astigmatism is exception. Rowland showed that the rulings should be so 
spaced on the spherical surface as to be equidistant on the chord of the circular arc 
i.e., spherical blank is held fixed and is ruled as a plane grating with equal relative 
displacement of 
Fig. 3.2: Diffraction by concave grating 
ruling diamond and surface for each stroke. The slit, grating and plate holder all lie on 
a circle whose diameter is equal to the radius of curvature of concave grating— 
Rowland Circle. The grating does not fit this circle but is tangent to it at one point. 
The grating is in the plane on Rowland circle. 
AB—> section of concave grating 
A & B-> two consecutive rulings and the distance AB= d, the grating space 
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C-^ centre of curvature of grating surface 
S-* source of light 
SA & SB—> light rays of wavelength X at angles a and a+da, after diffraction from the 
grating at angles P and (3+dp are focused at P. Angle subtended at C,S and P by AB 
are dy , do and dp respectively. SB extended to G such that 
SG=SA (i) 
PB extended to F such that PF=PA (ii) 
The requirement of the rays SA and SB to reinforce each other on reuniting at P is 
that optical path should differ by integral multiple of wavelengths. 
nk= (SA + AP) - (SB + BP) 
= (SO + PF) - (SB + BP) fi-om eqn.(i) & (ii) 
=SG - SB + PF - BP 
=BG + BF 
=AB sina + AB sinp 
=AB (sina + sinP) 
= d (sina + sinp) (iii) 
Therefore, concave grating obeys the same equation for position of diffracted images 
as that obeys by plane grating. 
For exterior angles, 
(I) a + dy = da + a + da 
=> da = d y - do 
(II) p + dy = p + dp + dp 
=> dp = dy - dp 
d 




da = — cosa 
s 
d 
dp = "• cosP 
From equation (iii) on differentiating 
0 = d (cosa da + cosP dP) 
=> cosa da + cosP dp = 0 
=> cosa (dy - do) + cos P (dy — dp) = 0 
d d d d 
=> cosa [ cosa] + cosP [ cosP] = 0 
r s r t 
cosa cos^a cosB cos^ (^ 
^> _ , + C. _ =0 
r 5 r f 
The expression in bracicet must be zero for all values of a and P, then 
d d 
=> cosa = 0 
r 5 
=> s = r cosa 
d d 
And, cosP = 0 
r t 
=> t = r cosP 
These are polar coordinates for a circle such that points S and P are on Rowland circle 
of diameter r i.e. radius of curvature of grating [2]. 
3.3 Astigmatism of concave grating 
The concave grating introduces in the spectral line image, the defects of the 
concave min-or mainly astigmatism. The theory of astigmatism of the concave grating 
was first proposed by C.R. Runge. Due to astigmatism, a point on slit is viewed as a 
line whose width z is given by 
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z = ( sin P + sina tana cosp ) .p 
= k.p 
p^Iength of ruled lines on grating 
k increases rapidly with a and may be greater than unity for large values of a. 
As a resuh of astigmatism the spectral line formed by a grating is made up of a 
series of overlapping astigmatic line images. As a matter of fact, it is necessary that 
the slit should be closely parallel to the rulings on the grating such that these 
astigmatic line images should superimpose to produce sharp spectral lines [2]. 
Furthermore, to obtain the maximum intensity of line, a long length of slit 
should be illuminated. Actually, the brightness of the image will increase with slit 
length until slit length is 
sin^ ^ cosa 
p.[ + sina] 
cosp 
3.4 The Rowland mounting 
The oldest concave grating mounting was constructed by Rowland which 
requires that the slit, grating and plate holder should all be on the Rowland circle. The 
grating and the plate holder are fastened on the opposite ends of a long, rigid bar so 
that the distance between the grating centre and the middle point of the plate holder is 
equal to the radius of curvature while the plate holder has the curvature of the 
Rowland circle with a radius R/2. 
It can easily be observed that the centre of the grating, the slit and the plate is located 
on an exact circle, since the right angle whose sides go through the grating and the 
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plate holder centre is always inscribed in the circle whose radius is the diameter of the 
Rowland circle [2]. 
The plates cover a range of about 10° or 15° on both sides of the normal to the 
grating, a range which exhibits a nearly constant and linear dispersion, showing only a 
slight increase in dispersion for increasing angles (3 and -p. 
The grating must be leveled so that the normal to the centre of the blank 
passes through the plane that is normal to the median line of the plate holder, and 
must be 
Fig. 3.3: The Rowland mounting of the concave grating 
rotated until the grating lines are exactly normal to this plane. The slit must be 
centered accurately on this plane, located precisely on the Rowland circle determined 
by the grating radius, and rotated in its own plane until it is accurately parallel to the 
grating rulings. The photographic plate must be fitted carefully to the Rowland circle 
and set normal to the plane of this circle. 
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3.5 Dispersion of spectrum on the Rowland circle 
The general relation of the linear dispersion for the concave grating [3] may 
also be determined. Since focal curve is a circle, the angle y is determined by p. In the 
isosceles AOMRB 
L p - L y 
MR is the centre of Rowland circle. 
OB = r' = r cosP 
Equation for dispersion —— nr 
nr 
dA dcos§ cosa dcosy 
Fig. 3.4: Relation between linear and angular dispersion of the Rowland circle 
This indicates that dispersion is dependent of angle p. Any wavelength imaged 
at an angle P by concave grating with particular values of d and r will have a 
dispersion that is a simple multiple of the order m. The dispersion increases rapidly 
, o 
as grazmg emergence (P-^90) is approached. The increase occurs slowly and 
independently of a, which restricts the region of working around the normal of the 
concave grating for photographs. 
Using cosine series 
2 24 
27 
dl ny 1 
Then, — = - r ( l + T T : ) i-i , U 
when only the first two members are considered [2]. 
3.6 Thirty five feet grating spectrograph 
Fig. 3.5 The Grating used in experiment 
The 35 feet grating spectrograph of spectroscopy laboratory of Dept. of 
Physics, A.M.U., Aligarh has a concave grating of 30000 lines per inch. The ruled 
lines of gratings are at right angle to the Rowland plane. The grating mount rest on a 
Lathe machine's bed. The bed is fixed on a heavy concrete slab which is isolated from 
the surrounding with dry sand fillings and rests on lead plates. These arrangements 
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make it completely vibration free. The Lathe machine bed provides the grating mount 
X and Y displacements. 
Fig. 3.6: Slit and photographic plate holder 
The grating mount also rotates about its own axis (Fig. 3.5). The slit and 
photographic film holder are also mounted on vibration free concrete slab. The 
photographic film holder can be rotated on an axis to get a better slit image (Fig 3.6). 
The grating mounting is Eagle type which is very compact. The spectrograph 
axis forms a chord of Rowland circle with grating and plate holder at its ends. The 
Eagle mounting employs auto collimation (Fig 3.7). The alignment and recording of 
spectrum on this spectrograph is described in Chapter 4. 
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Plate holder 
Fig 3.7: The Eagle mounting of Concave grating 
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Chapter 4 
Recording of the spectrum and measurements of 
wavelengths 
The spark source developed in our laboratory as described in section 2.1 of 
this thesis was used to record the spectra of Chromium atoms (Cr I and Cr II) from 
4800A to 55OOA region on 35 ft concave grating spectrograph. 
4.1 Alignment of spectrograph with standard Mercury source: 
To align the spectrograph, a commercially available Mercury lamp was used. 
It has a strong green line at 5460 A. The width and intensity of this line can easily be 
watched on a glass plate placed in place of photographic plate. To achieve a well 
defined image of this line, first we vary the position of the grating [2] by moving it 
along the spectrograph axis. On getting a satisfactory image on the glass plate, we 
rotate the photographic film holder around its axis to obtain a better image. At last the 
slit width is varied to get the best image of this line. Finally a spectrum of standard 
Mercury source has to be recorded to get well defined lines on the whole plate. If it 
comes satisfactory, the alignment is complete otherwise one has to repeat the 
alignment procedure. 
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4.2 Alignment of spectrograph with spark 
A converging glass lens was placed in between the slit and the spark source. 
The lens focuses the spark and also acts as ultraviolet filter. The spark electrodes 
fixed with a traveling microscope slides (fig 2.2) provide us horizontal as well as 
vertical alignment of the spark spot. The image of spark specially its intensity can be 
seen on glass plate as described in the preceding section. The alignment of the spark is 
done until we get the maximum intensity across the glass plate. 
4.3 Loading of photographic film on camera: 
We cut the strip of photographic film of the same size as the groove of the 
plate holder to place the film. The size of the plate holder is approximately 1 metre. 
Observe the glaze of the photographic film near the recording camera in the dark 
room and then film holder is placed in the photographic plate holder (Fig. 3.6). 
4.4 Recording of the spectrum 
The spectrograph has been aligned as described in section 4.1 and 4.2. The 
Copper arc spectrum and purely Carbon arc spectrum is recorded on the same film 
[ILFORD 400ASA] by choosing their different heights [Figure 4.2]. The exposure 
time for Carbon spark spectrum was kept two and half hours. Chromium Sulphate 
mixed with carbon powder is filled in hollow Carbon electrode to record the 
Chromium spark spectrum [Figure 4.1]. The exposure time and spark voltage was 




































4.5 Development and fixing of the exposed film 
The recorded spectrum on photographic film is opened in the dark room 
without any hght and put into developer for 8 minutes. After rinsing into developer 
solution, the film is washed by fresh water and put into the fixer for 3 minutes. Again 
it is washed with fresh water. 
4.6 Measurements of the wavelengths 
First, the Standard green lines [4] 5105.551A, 5153.226A, 5218.170A and 
5220.041 A of Cu I can be identified on Copper and Carbon spectrum recorded on the 
same film. The carbon too have some lines 5380.34, 5052.17 and 4932.05 which 
could be easily find out These lines are also observed with Chromium spectrum. The 
position of each spectral line on the plate was measured using Zeiss Abbe comparator 
shown in Fig. 4.3 at the Aligarh Muslim University laboratory. This comparator can 
measure the line position of sharp lines up to ±0.0005 mm and a few times larger for 
wide lines and asymmetric lines [1]. The wavelength of the lines corresponding to the 
measurement are calculated by a computer program called MOSFIT which was 
developed by G.J. VAN HET HOF of a polynomial fit of the impurity lines called 
internal standards [3]. The observed lines are given in Table 4.1. 
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^ ^ ' • . £ - J j , ' vs.^  I 
Fig. 4.3: The Zeiss Abbe comparator used for measurement of wavelength positions 
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Results and discussion 
5.1 Spectra 
The spectrum was recorded in the region (4800-5600 A) on 35 feet grating 
spectrograph at Department of Physics A.M.U., Aligarh. The spectrograph was 
aligned as discussed earUer in the section 4.1 and 4.2. A detail description of the 
spectrograph is given in section 3.6. The sample for recording of spectra was prepared 
by mixing Carbon powder and Chromium Sulphate in the ratio of 3:7. The spark 
source was designed in our laboratory [section 2.7].The spectrum was recorded on 
photographic 36 mm film. In all some 66 lines in the wavelength range covered i.e. 
4800-5500A, were observed to belong to the Chromium element besides impurity 
lines of Carbon which served as references to evaluate the wavelengths of the spectral 
lines observed on the spectrogram. The intensity of the lines observed are the visual 
estimates of their relative blackening on the film. The ionization separation was done 
on the basis of distinct characteristics exhibited by individual lines like their 
sharpness, length , pattern of blackening etc. The lines have broadly two groups: one 
exhibiting sharp, dark and relatively broad lines of Cr I and the other defined defiised, 
faint, and full in length belonging to Cr II. These two spectra of Chromium have been 
studied in the present work. 
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5.2 Spectral analysis of Cr I 
Neutral Chromium (Cr I) has 24 electrons and its electronic configuration is 
given as; ls^2s^2p''3s^3p^3d^4s with 8^3 as its ground most level. Thus 3d^4s is the 
ground configuration and the excited configurations are of the type 3d 4p, 3d 4d, 
3dHf,—. The core excitation leads to 3dMs4p, 3d'*4s^  and 3d''4s4f,—-
configurations. This is a six electron spectrum and is extremely complicated. Same 
multiplets appear several times. It is therefore, very difficult to designate levels 
without ambiguity. 
The ground configuration alone has 74 energy levels and the excited configurations 
considered are as follows: 
3d^4s2; 34 levels 
3d^4p : 214 levels 
3d^4d : 332 levels 
3d''4s4p : 360 levels 
Thus it is clear that a huge number of levels (more than a thousand) are involved and 
showing interaction between them. The first work on the spectrum of this atom started 
as early as in 1907 by W. Miller [1] followed by a number of workers R. Richter [2], 
C.C. Keiss & W.F. Meggers [3], M.A. Catelan [4], H Giessier [5], again by C.C. 
Keiss & H.K. Kiess [6], Gieseler [7], C.C. Kiess [8], C.C. Kiess [9] and unpublished 
material by C.C. Kiess [10], as cited and compiled by C.E. Moore in Atomic Energy 
Levels (AEL), Vol 11 [11]. More recently. Sugar and Corlis [12] published levels of 
Cr I which is also listed on NIST website. In the present work, we used levels from 
ref [12] to study its structure. Recently we developed facilities to record spectra on 
21-ft and 35-ft grating spectrographs of our spectroscopy laboratory at Aligarh. This 
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project is basically a facility test which is now functional at Aligarh. In near future, 
we expect to undertake more ions of unknown structure by using our 3-m normal 
incidence vacuum spectrograph in vacuum ultraviolet region. As mentioned earlier 
the spectra recorded cover 4800 A to 5500 A wavelength region. Thus a few lines 
have been observed to fall in this wavelength region which has been used to identify 
the published levels. We observed transitions from 25 levels of the ground 
configuration 3d^4s to 3d^4p, and 3d''4s4p. In the process, 28 levels of 3d^4p and 16 
levels of 3d'^ 4s4p configurations have been verified. Our values agree quite well with 
the reported levels. Also, transitions between the excited configurations have been 
observed and that helped us to identify 14 levels of 3d'^ 4s ,^ and 3 levels of 3d^4d 
configurations. All these observed levels have been given in Table IX. 
5.3 Theoretical interpretation of Cr I: 
It is almost impossible to study such a complicated structure without some 
sophisticated calculations. R.D. Cowan's Computer code [13] has been used to predict 
the energy level structure and associated transition probabilities. 
In the even parity system 3d^4s, 3d'*4s^  and 3d^4d configurations, were 
considered for configuration interaction effect while 3dMp and 3d'^ 4s4p were mixed 
for odd parity configurations. The ab initio scaling of the energy parameters were as: 
Eav & C = 100% of HFR values. 
F'' = 85% of HFR values. 
G^  = 75% of HFR values. 
R'' = 80% of HFR values. 
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With above scaling, we got reasonable predictions and analysis was carried out in the 
guidance of predicted transition probabilities. Only strong predicted transitions could 
be seen in our recordings. The levels were used to run least square fitted(LSF) 
parametric calculations. This allowed to adjust the energy parameters to the real 
values and hence a better prediction was achieved. The major contribution of this least 
squares calculations is that the large number of unknown levels are now predicted 
with much better accuracy and these calculations can be used for future study of Cr I 
with better experimental recordings. All the observed and least squares fitted energy 
levels of even and odd parity configurations are given in Table I and Table II 
respectively along with their LS percentage compositions. All the least squares fitted 
energy parameters of even and odd parity configurations are given in Table V and 
Table VI respectively. 
As mentioned earlier that unambiguous level designation is not possible, 
therefore E(J) notation is more appropriate where E is the energy of the level in cm"' 
and J is its corresponding J value. The notation under LS composition section is the 
most recent LS designation adapted at National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Gaithersburg, Maryland, U.S.A. The configuration gross structure has been 
shown in Grotorian diagram (Fig.5.1), showing possible transitions between them. 
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5.4 Spectral analysis and theoretical interpretation of Cr II: 
The first work on Cr II was carried out by C. C. Kiess [14] followed by H. N. Russel 
[15] and then again by C. C. Kiess in 1951 [16]. The wavelength region covered by 
C. C. Kiess was from 1700A to 7300A. He has classified 1950 spectral lines and has 
established about 500 levels. All this work is available in Atomic energy level [11]. 
However, More recent data is available in the compilation by Corliss and Sugar [12] 
and NIST website. 
The singly ionized Chromium (Cr II) has ground configuration 3d and the 
excited configurations are 3d''4s, 3d''4p, 3d''4f etc. and the core excitation gives rise to 
3p^3d^ and 3p^3d^4s configurations. The further excitation constitutes 3d^4s4p 
configuration etc. This ion gives very complicated structure. For instance the ground 
configuration has 37 energy levels and the considered excited configurations as 
follows: 
3d^4s: 63 levels 
3d^4p: 180 levels 
3d'*4f: 346 levels 
3d^4s4p: 213 levels 
3p^3d -^ 180 levels 
3p^3d^4s: 417 levels 
One of the internally excited configurations, namely 3p^3d^4s leads to a 7-
electron system. This obviously has extremely complicated level structure and is very 
difficult to study and to the best of our knowledge this configuration has never been 
studied so far. We have considered the configurafions 3dl 3d''4s, 3d^4p, 3d^4f, and 
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3d'^ 4s4p and have run least squares fitted(LSF) parametric calculation to interpret the 
observed level system. The least squares calculation shows reasonably good fit with 
the standard deviations for even and odd parities, 428 cm''and 458 cm'' respectively. 
A few levels show large deviations, probably some other interacting configuration is 
still missing in the least squares fit. The configuration gross structure has been 
depicted in Grotorian diagram (Fig.5.2) showing possible transitions between them. In 
our recorded spectrum, a few lines of Cr II fall in our wavelength region. So we were 
able to verify 21 levels of Cr II. The observed levels in the present study have been 
included in Table X. All the observed and least squares fitted energy levels of even 
and odd parity configurations are given in Table III and Table IV respectively along 
with their LS percentage compositions. All the least squares fitted energy parameters 
of even and odd parity configurations are given in Table VII and Table VIII 
respectively. 
In conclusion, we can say that we have observed 63 levels of Cr I and Cr II in 
the present investigafions. These observed energy levels are in reasonably good 
agreement with those calculated ones. Besides known levels, about 650 levels in Cr I 












Fig 5.2-: Grotorian diagram of Cr II (Not to the scale) 
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Table I, 
Observed and least squares fitted energy levels of even parity 
configurations of Cr I in cm" : 


























































































































































































































99% 3d4 4s; 
54% 3cl4 4s: 
99% 3d5 4s 
86% 3d5 4s 
69% 3d4 4s; 
99% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4s 
58% 3d4 4s; 
97% 3d5 4s 
82% 3d5 4d 
65% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
52% 3d5 4d 
73% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
70% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
33% 3d5 4d 
64% 3d5 4d 
63% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d4 4s2 
96% 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d4 4s2 
99% 3d5 4s 
53% 3d4 4s2 
98% 3d5 4s 
74% 3d5 4s 
62% 3d5 4s 
45% 3d5 4s 
98% 3d5 4s 
59% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4s 
59% 3d4 4s2 
97% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4s 
82% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4s 
87% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
62% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
81% 3d5 4d 
86% 3d5 4d 
68% 3d5 4d 
57% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
51% 3d5 4d 
73% 3d5 4d 
50% 3d5 4d 
28% 3d5 4d 
27% 3d5 4d 
36% 3d5 4d 
40% 3d5 4d 
39% 3d5 4d 
39% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
59% 3d5 4d 
65% 3d5 4d 
62% 3d5 4d 
63% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
79% 3d5 4d 
I <4>5D 
I <4>3P + 32% 3d4 4s; 
(<5>4D)5D 
(<3>4P)3P + 7% 3d4 4s; 
I <4>1S + 18% 3d4 4s; 
(<5>6S)5D 
(<5>2S)1S + 9% 3d4 4s; 
> <2>3P + 39% 3d4 4s; 
(<3>2P)3P 
(<5>4G)5p + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5D + 34% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)3P + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5D + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3P + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3P + 35% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3P + 12% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5D + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3P + 21% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)IS + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)3P + 18% 3d5 4d 
: <0>1S + 22% 3d4 4s2 
«3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D)1S + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2P)3P 
(<1>2D)3P + 20% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)1S + 19% 3d5 4d 
<4>5D 
(<3>4P)5P 
<4>3P + 31% 3d4 4s2 
(<5>4D)5D 
(<3>4P)3P + 8% 3d5 4s 
(<5>4D)3D + 20% 3d4 4s2 
(<5>2D)3D + 24% 3d5 4s 
(<3>4F)5F 





<2>3P + 38% 3d4 4s2 
(<3>2P)3P 
(<5>4G)5F 
(<5>4G)3D + 4% 3d5 4d 
{<3>2P)1P 
(<5>4G)5D + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)3D + 24% 3d5 4s 
(<3>4P)5P + 9% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5F + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5D + 31% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)3D + 9% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5P + 9% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5F + 7% 3d5 4d 
{<5>4D)3S + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P13P + 26% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3D + 7% 3d5 4d 
{<5>4D)5D + 20% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3P + 12% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3S + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5F + 21% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)1P + 25% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5P + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5F + 24% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5P + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3D + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)1P 
(<3>2F)3D + 19% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3P + 12% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5D + 25% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3D + 25% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3P + 23% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)1P 











































































100% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
9 9% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
79% 3d5 Id 













17% 3d5 4d 
5% 3d5 4d 
78 3d5 4d 
5% 3d5 4d 
21% 3d5 4d 







78% 3d5 4d (<1>2D)3D + 22% 3d5 4d (<5>2D)3D 










































































































99% 3d4 4s2 <4>5D 
100% 3d5 4s (<5>6S)5S 
100% 3d5 4s- (<5>4G)5G 
98% 3d5 4s (<3>4P)5P 
97% 3d5 4s (<5>4D)5D 
51% 3d4 4s2 <4>3P 








66% 3d4 4s2 <4>1D 
3d5 4s 
3d5 4s 
3d5 4 s 
3d5 Is 





3d4 4s2 <4>3D + 
3d5 4s (<5>2D)ID + 

















28% 3d4 4s2 <2>3P 
21% 3d4 4s2 <2>3F 
15% 3d5 4s (<5>4D)3D 
19% 3d4 4s2 <4>3D 
25% 3d5 4s (<5>4D)3D 
24% 3d5 4s (<5>2D)3D 
22% 3d5 4s (<1>2D)ID 
18% 3d4 4s2 <2>1D 
11* 3d4 4s2 <4>1D 
7% 3d5 4s (<3>4F)3F 
59% 3d4 4s2 <2>3P 
75% 3d4 
97% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
81% 3d5 4d 
89% 3d5 4d 
3d5 4 s 
3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
58% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
74% 3d5 4d 
90% 3d5 4d 
81% 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
56% 3d5 4d 



















(<5>4D)5F + 6 
(<5>4D)5S + 4 
(<3>4P)3F + 23 





10% 3d5 4d 
3d5 4d 
3d5 4s 





















65% 3d5 4s 
64% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 




50% 3d5 4d 
76% 3d5 4d 
51% 3d5 4d 
20% 3d5 4d 
17% 3d5 4d 
28% 3d5 4d 
38% 3d5 4d 
56% 3d5 4d 
47% 3d5 4d 
48% 3d5 4d 
56% 3d5 4d 
47% 3d5 4d 
70% 3d5 4d 
70% 3d5 4d 
53% 3d5 4d 
23% 3d5 4d 
25% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)1D + 21% 3d5 4s 
(<5>4D)3F + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3D + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5D + 27% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
47% 3d5 4d 
29% 3d5 4d 
71% 3d5 4d 
85% 3d5 4d 





























19% 3d5 4d 
18% 3d4 
15% 3d5 4d 
19% 3d5 4d 
10% 3d5 4d 
3d5 4d 
19% 3d5 4d 
12% 3d5 4d 
18% 3d5 4d 
18% 3d5 4d 
9% 3d5 4d 
9% 3d5 4d 
39% 3d5 4d 
12% 3d5 4d 
32% 3d5 4d 
17% 3d5 4d 
17% 3d5 4d 
19% 3d5 4d 
16% 3d5 4d 
21% 3d5 4d 
25% 3d5 4d 




6% 3d5 4d 
11% 3d5 4d 
2 
27% 3 d 5 
14% 3 d 5 
(<5>4D)5G 
( < 3 > 4 P ) 5 P 
( < 5 > 4 D ) 3 F 
{ < 5 > 4 D ) 3 P 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 1 D 
( < 3 > 4 P ) 3 F 
{ < 3 > 4 P ) 3 D 
( < 5 > 4 D ) 3 P 
( < 5 > 4 D ) 5 D 
4 s 2 <4>1D 
( < 3 > 2 F ) 3 F 
(<3>4F15G 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 3 P 
( < 3 > 4 F ) 5 F 
( < 3 > 4 F ) 3 D 
(<3>4F13D 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 3 F 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 3 D 
( < 3 > 2 F 1 3 F 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 3 F 
( < 3 > 2 H ) 3 F 
( < 5 > 2 D ) 3 P 
( < 5 > 2 G ) 1 D 
( < 5 > 2 G ) 3 D 
( < 3 > 4 F ) 5 D 
( < 5 > 2 F ) 3 F 
{ < 5 > 2 F ) 1 D 
( < 3 > 2 F ) 3 P 
( < 3 > 2 H ) 3 F 
( < 5 > 2 S ) 3 D 
( < 5 > 2 S ) 1 D 
{ < 3 > 2 H ) 3 F 
( < 3 > 2 F ) 3 P 
( < 5 > 2 F ) 3 D 







































































































































































































































































95% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 
91% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
83% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
7 9% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
76* 3d5 4d 
73% 3d5 4d 
63% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
98% 3d5 4s 
97% 3d5 4s 
56% 3d5 4s 
66% 3d4 4s2 
67% 3d4 4s2 
68% 3d5 4s 
44% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d5 4s 
95% 3d5 4s 
56% 3d4 4s2 
88% 3d5 4s 
97% 3d5 4s 
95* 3d5 4s 
95% 3d5 4s 
70% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
68% 3d4 4s2 
99% 3d5 4s 
77% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
90% 3d5 4d 
76% 3d5 4s 
92% 3d5 4d 
86% 3d5 4d 
55% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
43% 3d5 4d 
35% 3d5 4d 
82% 3d5 4d 
55% 3d5 4d 
68% 3d5 4d 
53% 3d5 4d 
86% 3d5 4d 
46% 3d5 4d 
43% 3d5 4d 
33% 3d5 4d 
50% 3d5 4d 
74% 3d5 4d 
50% 3d5 4d 
57% 3d5 4d 
27% 3d5 4d 
77i 3d5 4d 
43% 3d6 4d 
59% 3d5 4d 
50% 3d5 4d 
26% 3d5 4d 
28% 3d5 4d 
50% 3d5 4d 
65% 3d5 4d 
69% 3d5 4d 
81% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 
39% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
4 5% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<3>2D)3D + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2D)3P 
(<3>2D1ID + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2G)3D + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2G)3F 
(<3>2G)1D + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2P)3D 
•;<3>2P) 3F 
;<3>2P)3P + 5% 3d5 4d 
!<3>2F)ID + 14% 3d5 4d 
!<1>2D)3D + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)3F + 20% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)3P + 20% 3d5 4d 






(<5>4G)3G + 30% 3d4 4s2 
<4>3F + 17% 3d4 4s2 
<4>3G + 31% 3d5 4s 
(<5>4D)3D + 23% 3d4 4s2 
(<5>2D)3D + 25% 3d5 4s 
(<3>4F)5F 
(<3>2F)3F 
<4>3D + 24% 3d5 4s 




(<5>2F)1F + 25% 3d4 4s2 
(<5>6S)7D 
(<5>6S)5D 
<4>1F + 28% 3d5 4s 
i<3>2D)3D 







(<5>4G)5D + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4G)3F + 4% 3d5 4d 
(^1>2D)3D + 24% 3d5 4s 
(<3>4P)5F + 6% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5P + 6% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5D + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)3D + 16% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5G + 30% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5P 
(<5>4D)5F + 38% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5F + 29% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3G + 8% 3d5 4d 
{<5>4D)3F + 26% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3D + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5D + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2I)3G 
(<5>2D)3G + 31% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3D + 12% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)1F + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5F + 18% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5P + 16% 3d5 4d 
{<3>4F)5G + 23% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F15H + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3F + 16% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3D + 15% 3d5 4d 
{<3>4F)3G + 25% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)1F + 13% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2FI3D + 21% 3d5 4d 
!<3>2F)3F + 14% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3G + 13% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3F + 37% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2K)3G + 29% 3d5 4d 
!<3>2H)1F + 15% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5D + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3D + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)1F + 27% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3F + 17% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)3G 
(<5>2F)3F + 25% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3G + 16% 3d5 4d 





























































































































































































































































































































31% 3d5 4d 
55% 3d5 4d 
84% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
87% 3d5 4d 
84% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
91% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
98% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
77% 3d5 4d 
76% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d4 4s2 
99% 3d5 4s 
57% 3d5 4s 
66% 3d4 4s2 
68% 3d4 4s2 
62% 3d4 4s2 
99% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d5 4s 
95% 3d5 4s 
93% 3d5 4s 
96% 3d5 4s 
98% 3d5 4s 
91% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
60% 3d5 4s 
43% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
90% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
62% 3d5 4d 
54% 3d5 4d 
83% 3d5 4d 
74% 3d5 4d 
82% 3d5 4d 
52% 3d5 4d 
59% 3d5 4d 
85% 3d5 4d 
91% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
48% 3d5 4d 
84% 3d5 4d 
77% 3d5 4d 
62% 3d5 4d 
36% 3d5 4d 
34% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
42% 3d5 4d 
77% 3d5 4d 
28% 3d5 4d 
27% 3d6 4d 
46% 3d5 4d 
36% 3d5 4d 
66% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
88% 3d5 4d 
73% 3d5 4d 
58% 3d5 4d 
43% 3d5 4d 
86% 3d5 4d 
38% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
44% 3d5 4d 
52% 3d5 4d 
33% 3d5 4d 
38% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)3F + 26% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)IF + 21% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2S)3D + 6% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2D)3G 
(<3>2D)3F 
(<3>2D)3D + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2D)IF + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2G)IF 
;<3>2G)3G 





l<l>2D)3G + 21% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)3D + 21% 3d5 4d 
(<1>2D)IF + 22% 3d5 4d 





(<5>4G)3G + 28% 3d4 4s2 
: <4>3F + 16% 3d4 4s2 
: <4>3G + 29% 3d5 4s 
<4>1G + 30% 3d4 4s2 
{<3>4F)5F 
(<3>2F)3F 
1<3>2H)3H + 4% 3d5 4s 
(<5>2G13G + 4% 3d5 4s 
(<3>4F)3F 
(<5>2F)3F 
(<5>2G)IG + 5% 3d4 4s2 
(<5>6S)7D 
(<5>6S)5D 
<2>3F + 21% 3d4 4s2 
(<3>2G)3G 
(<3>2G)1G + 22% 3d4 4s2 






(<5>4G)5D + 11% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4G)3F + 4% 3d5 4d 
{<5>4G)3H + 6% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5F + 8% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)5D + 23% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4P)3F + 29% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5G + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5F + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3G + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)3F + 31% 3d5 4d 
(<5>4D)5D + 17% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2I)3G 
(<5>2I)1G 
(<5>2I)3H + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3G + 19% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5F + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5G + 10% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5H + 8% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D11G + 12% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2D)3F + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3G + 17% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3H + 17% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3F + 7% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3H + 17% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3G + 19% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F13F + 31% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)1G + 19% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2H)3G + 30% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3H + 5% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)5D 
(<5>2G)1G + 13% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3F + 22% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2H)3H + 43% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F|3G + 4% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)3F + 26% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2H)1G + 40% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2G)3G + 15% 3d5 4d 
(<5>2F)3H + 23% 3d5 4d 
1<5>2F)3F + 25% 3d5 4d 




































































































































































































































































































































93% 3d5 4cl 
95% 3d5 4d 
97% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
95% 3d5 4d 
89% 3d5 4d 
97% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
7 6% 3d5 4d 
76% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d4 4s2 
72% 3d5 4s 
71% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4s 
94% 3d5 4s 
92% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
99% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
53% 3d5 4d 
53% 3d5 4d 
88% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
85% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
53% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
75% 3d5 4d 
77% 3d5 4d 
46% 3d5 4d 
33% 3d5 4d 
72% 3d5 4d 
22% 3d5 4d 
20% 3d5 4d 
74% 3d5 4d 
57% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
98% 3d5 4d 
78% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
421 3d5 4d 
92% 3d5 4d 
98% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
52% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
96% 3d5 4d 
94% 3d5 4d 
79% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d4 4s2 
100% 3d5 4s 
96% 3d4 4s2 
95% 3d5 4s 
99% 3d5 4s 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
93% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
100% 3d5 4d 
81% 3d5 4d 
80% 3d5 4d 
98% 3d5 4d 
98% 3d5 4d 
61% 3d5 4d 
38% 3d5 4d 
76% 3d5 4d 














































































(<5>21)1I + : 
{<3>4F)5H 
(<3>4F)5G 
6% 3d5 4d 
4% 3d5 4d 
21% 3d5 4d 
20% 3d5 4d 
20% 3d5 4d 
27% 3d4 4s2 
27% 3d5 4s 
5% 3d5 4s 
5% 3d5 4s 
6% 3d5 4d 
6% 3d5 4d 
46% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
6% 3d5 4d 
8% 3d5 4d 
15% 3d5 4d 
19% 3d5 4d 
14% 3d5 4d 
45% 3d5 4d 
32% 3d5 4d 
10% 3d5 4d 
20% 3d5 4d 
18% 3d5 4d 
9% 3d5 4d 
24% 3d5 4d 
32% 3d5 4d 
9% 3d5 4d 
10% 3d5 4d 
41% 3d5 4d 
15% 3d5 4d 
23% 3d5 4d 
21% 3d5 4d 
4* 3d5 4s 
4% 3d4 4s2 
6% 3d5 4d 
9% 3d5 4d 
12% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2F)3H + 37% 3d5 4d 
(<3>4F)3H + 32% 3d5 4d 
(<3>2H)3K + 16% 3d5 4d 







































































































































































































































Table I I . 
Observed and least squares fitted energy levels of odd parity 
configurations of Cr I in cm 
































































































































































































































100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7F 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
83% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3P 
42% 3d4 43 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4DI5D 
53% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F| 4F) 5D 
43% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
67% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5D 
39% 3d6 4p (<3>4P)3P 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)1S 
73% 3d5 4p (<;5>4D)5D 
80% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3P 
97% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5D 
22% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
28% 3d4 4S 4p ((<4>3D]4D)3P 
40% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)3P 
90% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D 
67% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3P 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3P 
73% 3d5 4p (<5>2S)3P 
36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
32% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P|2P)3P 
54% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P 
47% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)IS 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)3P 
59% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3P 
94% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)1S 
70* 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
51% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3P 
76* 3d4 4s 4p ((<0>1S)2S)3P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7F 
95% 3d5 4p (<5>6S|5P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7D 
60% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5P 
53* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
47% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
90% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3P 
99% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>5D)4D)3D 
43% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F 
41% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 
30% 3d4 4s 4p 1 (<4>5D)4D)5P 
32% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>5D)4D)5D 
67% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5F 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5P 
51% 3d4 4s 4p (t<4>3F)4F)5D 
56% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F 
39% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3S 
49* 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5P 
21% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3D 
34* 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F 
67% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5D 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F13D 
28* 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
43* 3d'5 4p (<3>4P)30 
63* 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
59% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)2P)1P 
441 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5P 
75% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3S 
77% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3D 
72% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5D 
77% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3P 
96* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5D 
89% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5F i 
82* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5P 4 
22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P i 
30% 3d5 4p {<5>2D)3D 4 
471 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3D + 
35* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)IP + 
23* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2013P + 
34* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)3P + 
63* 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5F + 
31* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3D + 
+ 41% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D)4D)5D 
+ 8* 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D)6D)5D 
+ 26% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 23% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D|6D15D 
+ 16% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F)4F|5D 
+ 17* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P|4P)3P 
+ 9% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D16D15D 
+ 17% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)2P)3P 
+ 42% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)1S 
+ 8% 3d4 4s 4p 1(<4>5D)4D)5D 
+ 6% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
+ 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
+ 26% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3D)2D)3P 
+ 24* 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
+ 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
+ 20* 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)2P)3P 
+ 9* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
+ 33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F14F)5D 
+ 28* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
+ 24* 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3P 
+ 11* 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3P 
+ 47* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)1S 
+ 23% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3P 
+ 18% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3P 
+ 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D12D)3P 
+ 17% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
+ 22% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1S)2S)3F 
+ 38* 3d4 4s 4p ((<;4>5D)4D)5P 
+ 45* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
+ 44* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)50 
+ 4* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
+ 34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
+ 25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)4P)5P 
+ 27% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
+ 14% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F)4F)5F 
+ 20* 3d4 43 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5P 
+ 16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 
+ 23% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
+ 13* 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)4P)3P 
+ 12* 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3S 
+ 30* 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5P 
T 11* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3D 
+ 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
+ 9* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
+ 30% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)4F)3D 
+ 24% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)2P)3P 
+ 14% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3P12P)3D 
+ 19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F 
+ 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)1P 
+ 29% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5P 
t 8* 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)3S 
^ 8* 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3D 
^ 8% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)6D 
^ T* 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
- 5% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
• 15* 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5P 
• 18* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)3P 
- 26* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3D 
• 11% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1P 
24* 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1P 
22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3P 
29* 3d5 4p f<5>2D)3P 
11% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3D 

































































































































































































































- 9 8 5 . 0 
- 6 8 7 . 0 
- 2 7 2 . 0 









- 2 0 7 . 0 
- 5 4 1 . 0 
- 4 1 9 . 0 
24 4 .0 







- 4 2 . 0 
193.0 
- 2 7 . 0 
-215 .0 
-530 .0 
89% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D 
22% 3d5 4p (<3>4F13D + 15% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2DI3D 
32% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)IP + 25% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)IP 
63% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3D + 7% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)IP 
66% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1D)2D)3P + 16* 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
34% 3d5 4p {<5>2F)3D + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3D 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3S T 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3S 
------ 16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F)3D 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P;3P 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3D 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P:3? 
77% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>lF)2Fj 3D 
42% 3d5 4p {<5>2F)3D 
72% 3d5 4p (<5>2S)3P 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3D 
9% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
80% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4.F)5F + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5F 
83% 3d5 4p (<5>2S)1P + 8% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1D)2D)IP 
51% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5P + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)4P)5P 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D + 27% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D 
36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3D + 30% 3d6 4p (<3>2D)3D 
32% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P + 28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D + 11% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)5D 
21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
63% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1P + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)IP 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3P + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3P 
35% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)1P + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)IP 
30% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3D + 16% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P 
25% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3D + 
34% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P + 
66% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)IP + _.- _ _ - - - . , , , - - , , 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>3F)2F)3D + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D 
39% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)IP + 23% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1P 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)3P + 22% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3P 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D + 20% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F12F)3D 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3S + 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)3S 
15% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3S 
8% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P]3P 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)2P)1P 
21% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)3D 
17% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3P 
10% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3D 
17% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>1D)2D)3P 
+ 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3S 
24% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3D 
59% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3P 
62% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3D 
69% 3d4 4s 4p I(<2>1D)2D)3P 
86% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)IP 
77% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3S _.. __ - . , , , - - , . 
74% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3D + 24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3D 
62% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3D + 19% 3d6 4p {<5>2D)3D 
65% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)1P + 20% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1P 
49% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3P + 16% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
70% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)IP + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)IP 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<0>1S)2S)3P + 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)3P 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<0>1S)2S)IP + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1S)2S)IP 
82% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)7P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7F 
63% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>6D)6D)7P 
73% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)5P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>5D)6D)7D 
60% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5P 
53% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
50% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5Dj60)5D 
96% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3P 
97% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3F 
99% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3D 
56% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5G 
44% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F + 
39% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P) 4P) 5D -^  
20% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5S + 
20% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5S + 
55% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5G + 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5D + 
65% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5F -^  
54% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5G + 
88% 3d5 4p (<6>4G)3F 
31% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3P)4P)5P + 
47% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5D + 
54% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F + 




4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5G + 
1<3>4P)6D + 
( (<4>3F)2F)3D + 
18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>6D)6D)7P 
22S 
18S 
3d5 4p (<6>6S)6P 







49823.0 50264.0 -441.0 
44% 3d5 4p 
38% 3d6 4p 
33% 3d5 4p 
72% 3d4 
64% 3d5 4p 
30% 3d4 4s 
32% 3d5 4p 
26% 3d6 4p 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)2F) 3F 
31% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3D 
62% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
36% 3d4 4s 4p I(<4>3F)2F)ID 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F)ID 
34% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5P 
66% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3D 
47% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5D 
+ 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5G 
34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D14D)5F 
-^  24% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)5D 
+ 19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5S 
+ 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5P 
+ 19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5G 
+ 26% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D)6D)5D 
-^  14% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F)4F)5F 
21% 3d6 4p (<5>4G)5G 
19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5P 
17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 
24% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
11% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3P 
30% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5P 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3D 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
10% 3d5 4p (<6>4G)5G 
8% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3D 
(<3>4P)5S + 12% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3P 
(<3>4P)5S + 14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3P 
23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3F 
17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3D 
19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F 
12% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3F 
18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3F 
23% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5P 













































































































































65% 3cl5 4p (<5>4D)5D + 8% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D) 4D) 5D 
65% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3F + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3G)4G)3F 
56% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)ID + 37% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)ID 
77% 3d5 4p {<5>4D)3P + 10% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)3P 
95% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5D 
88% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5F + 5% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
55% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3F + 26% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3F 
81% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D15P + 16% 3d5 4p (<5>4D15P 
16% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P + 14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3? 
10% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3F + 10% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1D 
17% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1D + 15% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3F 
26% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3D + 24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3D 
57% 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3D + 5% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<<1^ 3P) 2P) 3D 
23% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3D)4D)3F 
19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3P 
21% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
16* 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3F 
15% 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3F 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3D 
21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)1D 
19% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3F 
5% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
11% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3D 
6% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3F 
3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3D 
(<5>2F)3F 
22% 3d5 4p 1<5>2G)3F 
32* 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3F 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)20)3P 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S)3P 
47% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5G 
45% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5G 
87% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5F 
40% 3d4 4s 4p {{<4>1D)2D)3D 
34% 3d5 4p {<3>2F)1D 
39% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1D)2D)3F 
76% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D 
.12% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3F 
47% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3F 
70% 3d5 4p {<3>4F)3D 
40% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)ID + 24% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1D 
37% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3F + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3F 
64% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3P + 16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3P 
36% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3D + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3D 
38% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3F + 36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3F 
24% 3d4 4s 4p { (<4>3F) 4F) 3D + 16% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 2F) 3D 
86% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)1D 
26% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3P + 18% 3d4 4s 4p I(<4>3P)2P)3P 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3F + 27% 3d5 4p 
22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3F 
82% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F) 2F) 3D 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3F + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3G)2G)3F 
40% 3d5 4p ' (<5>2F)3D + 6% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)3D 
70% 3d5 4p (<5>2S)3P + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D13P 
80% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>3F)4F)5F + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5F 
49% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5P + 27% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5P 
28% 3d4 4s 4p | {<2>3P)4P)5D + 26% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F1 5G + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5G 
35% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3D)4D)3D + 29% 3d5 4p {<3>2D)3D 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3F + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3F 
31% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P + 27% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3P 
55% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5S + 41% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5S 
23% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>3F)4F)5D + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3D 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F|5D + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3F 
22% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F)2F)3F + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3F 
38% 3d4 4s 4p (|<2>3P)2P)1D + 25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)ID 
61% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1D + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)ID 
79% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3F + 4% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1D 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)2P)3P + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3P 
54% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3D + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3D 
47% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3P + 10% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3D 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3D + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D 
47% 3d4 4E 4p ((<4>1D)2D)ID + 25% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1D 
591 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3F + 
74% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3F + 
48% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2FJID + 
84% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)ID + 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)3P + 21% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3P 
42% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3F + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>3F)2F)3F 
22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D + 19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F13D 
+ 19% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3P)4P)3D 
+ 16% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3P 
+ 11% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)1D 
9% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)1D 
17% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1D)2D)3P 
74% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D) 3F + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3D + 24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D) 3D 
70% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3F + 22% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3F 
60% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)1D + 20% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)1D 
62% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3D + 194 3cJ5 4p (<5>2D)3D 
51% 3d5 4p (<1>2D13P + 17% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3P 
73% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)1D + 231 3d4 4s 4D («4>1D)2DJ1D 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<0>1S)23)3P + 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1S)2S!3P 
83% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)7P + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7F 
86% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)5P 
74% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7P + 16% 3d5 4D 
99% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7D 
59% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5P + 38% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5P 
25% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1G)2G)3F 
8% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F)2F)3F 
19% 3d4 4s 4p ( {<2>3P)2P)1D 
3d5 4p (<3>2P)1D 
24% 3d5 4p 
61% 3d5 4p 
67% 3d5 4p 





69% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3P 





































































































































































































































































53% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F + 44% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>5D)4D)5F 
51% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6DI5D 
4s 4p ( (<4>5D)4D)3F 
4s 4p ({<4>5D)4D)3D 
4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5H 

































































( ( < 4 > 5 D 1 4 D ) 5 F 
( ( < 2 > 3 P ) 4 P ) 5 D 
( ( < 4 > 3 P ) 4 P I 5 P 
( ( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 F ) 5 G 
( (<4>3H|4H15H 
( ( < 4 > 5 D ) 6 D ) 5 D 
( ( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 F 1 5 F 
(<5>4G)5G 
3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F + 
45% 3d5 4p 









30% 3d4 4s 
44% 3d5 4p 
26% 3d5 4p 















63% 3d5 4p 
48% 3d5 4p 































( < 3 > 4 P ) 5 P 
( < 3 > 4 P ) 3 D 
(<5>4G15F 
( ( < 4 > 3 G ) 4 G ) 5 G 
( < 3 > 4 P ) 5 D 











+ 18% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P)4P)5P 
+ 24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3G 
+ 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 









4s 4p ( (<4>3F)2F)3G 













9% 3d5 4p 
7% 3d4 4s 4p 


































































































4s 4p ((<4>3P)2P)3D 






















3d5 4p (<3>2H)3G + 9% 
3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)1F + 27% 
3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D + 14% 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)1F + 12% 
49% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D + 21% 
54% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3F + 7% 
71% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3D + 5% 
49% 3d5 4p {<5>2G]3G + 17% 
33% 3d5 4p (<3>2F)1F + 26% 
44% 3d5 4p {<5>2G)3F + 13% 
39% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3D + 17% 
39% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3F + 36% 3d4 
33% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3G + 12% 3d5 
70% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)1F 
20% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3G 
26% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)4F)3D 
82% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3G 
42% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1F)2F)3F + 25% 
68% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)1F + 12% 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3F + 18% 
85% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3D 
41% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3G + 12% 3d5 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3F + 23% 3d4 
38% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3G + 23% 
39% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3D + 7% 
80% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5F + 16% 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5P + 25% 
26% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3P)4P)5D + 23% 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F) 5G + 23% 
36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3D + 29 


















































4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3F 
4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3G 
4s 4p ( (<4>3P)4P)3D 
4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5F 
4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5P 
4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D 
4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F15G 
4p (<3>2D)3D 


















































































































































































s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)IF + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)IF 
s 4p ( (<2>3P)2P)3D + 9% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F) 5D 
s 4p ( (<2>3F)2F)3F + 22% 3cl4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F) 3F 
25% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F)4F15D + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P) 4P) 5D 
27% 3d4 ' " ' " 
11% 3d4 
28% 3d4 
49% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)1F + 12% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)IF 
39% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F12F)3G + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3G 
78% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3F 
62% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)IF + 18% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)IF 
64% 3d5 4p (<3-'2D)3D 4 15% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3D! 40'3D 
52% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>1G) 2G) 3G + 31% 3d4 4s 4p («4>1G)2G)3G 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3D + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D 
49% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>1D)2D)IF + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)IF 
59% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3F + 25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3F 
73% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3F + 8% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F13F 
78% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3G + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G12GI3G 
47% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)1F + 34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F12F)IF 
53% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)1F + 31% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)1F 
42% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F) 3F + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 2F) 3F 
18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3D + 16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)3D 
45% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F)4F)3G + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3G 
24% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3D + 16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)3D 
67% 3d5 4p (<3>2P)3D + 10% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3D 
46% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1GI2G)IF + 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)IF 
73% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>1D)2D)3F + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
74% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)3D + 24% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1D)2D)3D 
70% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3F + 22% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3F 
63% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)3D + 19% 3d5 4p (<5>2D)3D 
55% 3d5 4p (<1>2D)1F + 17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)IF 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1D)2D)IF + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)20)IF 
+ 16% 3d4 s 4p ({<4>5D)6D)7P 
16% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)7P 
84% 3d5 4p (<5>6S)7P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>5D)6D)7F 
84% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7P 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7D 
53% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
51% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
97% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)3F 
80% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5H 
56% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5G 
47% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F 
99% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3.H) 4H) 51 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
46% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H + 24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5G 
41% 3d5 4p {<5>4G)5H + 27% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5G 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5D + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5D 
57% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 4F) 5F + 12% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F) 4F) 5F 
44% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
48% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>5D)4D)5D 
10% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)5G 
32% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
87% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)3H + 
50% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5G + 
89% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)3F 
37% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3G + 
39% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3F)4F)5D + 
74% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)3G + 
38% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3H + 
64% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5H + 
8% 3d4 4s 4p ([<4>3H)2H)3H 
21% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5G 
25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3G 
23% 3d4 is 4p ((<4>3P)4P)5D 
11% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)3G 
30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3H 
9% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3H)2H)3H 
51% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F + 24% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
69% 3d4 4s 4p { (<4>3H)2H)IG + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F)IG 
32% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F + 22% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
52% 3d4 4s 4p ( {<4>3G) 4G) 5G -^  22% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5D 
47% 3d5 4p (<3>4P)5D 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)2F)3F 
22% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)2F)3G 
(<5>4D)5F 63% 3d5 4p 
44% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3H + 
28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3F + 
67% 3d5 4p 
58% 3d5 4p 
(<5>4D)5D 
(<5>4D)3F 
23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5G 
16% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3F)4F)3F 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3G 
21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5F 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3H 
26% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)3F 
10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5D 
20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3F 
50% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F) 2F) IG -i- 17% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H) 2H) IG 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3G + 34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3G 
41% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3H + 27% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3H 
95% 3d4 4s 4p ( {<4>3D)4D)5D 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>1G)2G)3F + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3F 
69% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4DI5F + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G]2G)3F 
36% 3d5 4p (<5>21)3H 
82% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)IG + 
75% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1I)2I)3H + 
25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3H 
5% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)21i)lG 
6% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3H 
49% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1G)2G)3G + 30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3G 
221.0 
30% 3d5 4p 
47% 3d5 4p 
23% 3d5 4p 
61% 3d5 4p 
46% 3d5 4p 
58% 3d5 4p 
30% 3d5 4p 
89% 3d5 4p 
62% 3d5 4p 











18% 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3F 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3F 
17% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3F 
19% 3d5 4p 
8% 3d5 4p 
8% 3d5 4p 





11% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)3H 

































































































































































































































































42% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
38% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1D)2D)3F + 29% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D 
51% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3F + 16% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)5D 
33% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)1G + 20% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)1G 
34% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3G + 12% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)IG 
70% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3H + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3H 
44% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3F + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
49% 3d5 4p (<5>2G]1G + 30% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)1G 
39% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3F + 36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3F 
33% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3G + 12% 3d5 4p (<3>4F)3G 
21% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)3H + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)3H 
18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3G + 18% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3G 
85% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)1G 
4% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3F 
19% 3d5 4p (<5>2G)3F 
12% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)3G 
25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3F 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3G 
16% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5F 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D 
u^o -.<^^ ,K ,.^,^wiu • -" 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1G)2G)1G 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3H + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3G)2G)3H 
41% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3F + 25% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3F 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1F)2F)3G 
24% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3F 
41% 3d5 4p (<5>2F)3G 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3F 
39% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3G 
80% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5F 
39% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3P) 4P) 5D . ^ -.. ^ v., ,„ .,- ,,,,....., 
76% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5G + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)5G 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)3F + 30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)2D)3F 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5D + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3P)4P)5D 
25% 3d4 4s 4p {(<2>3F)2F)3F + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<2>3F)4F)3F 
37% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>1G)2G)IG + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)IG 
41% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3G + 32% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3G 
83% 3d5 4p (<3>2D)3F 
71% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)1G + 19% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F)IG 
50% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>1G)2G13G + 30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3G 
61% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3H + 31% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3H 
60% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3F + 25% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1G)2G)3F 
98% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3H 
74% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3F + 8% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3F 
78% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)3G + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3G 
85% 3d5 4p (<3>2G)1G + 6% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>1G)2G)IG 
92% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>1F)2F)IG 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3F + 30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F)3F 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)3G + 29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)2F13G 
58% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)1G + 34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)IG 
72% 3d4 4s 4p ({<2>1D)2D)3F + 20% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1D)2D)3F 
70% 3d5 4p {<1>2D)3F + 22% 3d5 4p {<5>2D)3F 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7F 
100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)7D 
54% 3d4 43 4p ( { < 4 > 5 D ) 6 D ) 5 F 
80% 3d4 4 s 4p ( ( < 4 > 3 H ) 4 H ) 5 H 
56% 3d5 4p 
49% 3d5 4p 
(<5>4G)5G 
{<5>4G)5F 
99% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)5I 
76% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H 
43% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3F)4F)5G 
65% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3F)4F)5F 
88% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)3H 
44% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
10% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H 
29% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5G 
31% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)4D)5F 
10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5H 
14% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5G 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>3F)4F)5F 
7% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3H)2H)3H 
49% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5G + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3F)4F)5G 
37% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3G + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)3G 
53% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)2H)31 + 40% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3H)4H)31 
74% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)3G + 13% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3G 
36% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H13H + 28% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3H 
64% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)5H + 10% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3H 
49% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>3G)4G)5F + 22% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F 
32% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5F + 23% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>5D)6D)5F 
77% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>3G)4G)5G + 9% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5G 
33% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)2F)3G + 21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3F)4F)3G 
86% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)IH + 5% 3d5 4p {<5>2I)IH 
65% 3d5 4p (<5>4D)5F + 
46% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3H + 
68% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1I)21)31 + 
45% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)3G + 
69% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)2G)IH + 
40% 3d5 4p {<5>2I)3H + 
90% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3D)4D)5F + 
53% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3l + 
34% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3H 
37% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)1H 
40% 3d4 4s 4p {(<4>11)21)3H 
22% 3d4 4s 4p {1<4>3G)4G)5F 
35% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3H 
30% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3I 
34% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G)3G 
16% 3d5 4p (<5>21)1H 
30% 3d4 4s 
5% 3d5 4p 
( (<4>1G)2G)3H 
{<5>4D)5F 
52% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3G 
85% 3d5 4p (<3>2F)3G 
25% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1I)2I)3I 
+ 21% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3H 
+ 35% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1I)2I)3H 
+ 29% 3d5 4p (<5>21)1H 
+ 31% 3d4 4s 4p ((<2>1G)2G)3G 
47% 3d5 4p 
83% 3d5 4p 
87% 3d5 4p 
63% 3d5 4p 
49% 3d5 4p 
91% 3d5 4p 














12% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)3H 
9% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3G 















































































































































































































































( ( < 2 > 3 F ] 4 F 1 5 F 
( ( < 4 > 1 G ) 2 G ) 1 H 
( 1 < 2 > 3 F ) 4 F ) 5 G 
( ( < 4 > 1 I ) 2 I ) 1 H 
( ( < 2 > 3 F ) 2 F ) 3 G 




( < 3 > 2 G ) I H 
( { < 2 > 3 F ) 4 F ) 3 G 
({<2>1G)2G)1H 
+ 22% 3d5 4p 
+ 23% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 12% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 22% 3d5 4p 
+ 13% 3d5 4p 
+ 22% 3d5 4p 
+ 17% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 29% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 12% 3d5 4p 
+ 25% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 16% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 21% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 22% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 12% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 33% 3d4 4s 4p 
t 29% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 31% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 10% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 5% 3d4 4s 4p 
+ 30% 3d4 4s 4p 
































( (<4>3H)2H)3H + 
((<4>3G)4G)5H + 
( (<4>3G)4G)5G + 
((<4>3H)2H)1I + 















( (<4>3H)4H)3H + 
((<4>3G)4G)3H + 
( (<4>1I)2I)II + 
( (<2>3F)4F)5G + 
((<2>1G)2G)3H + 
(<3>2G)3H 
11% 3d5 4p 
29% 3d4 4s 4p 
12% 3d4 4s 4p 
19% 3d4 4s 4p 
6% 3d4 4s 4p 
25% 3d4 4s 4p 
40% 3d4 4s 4p 
30% 3d4 4s 4p 
11% 3d4 4s 4p 
15% 3d4 4s 4p 
13% 3d4 4s 4p 
35% 3d4 4s 4p 














30% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1G)2G)3H 
23% 3d4 4s 4p 
19% 3d4 4s 4p 
9% 3d4 4s 4p 





12% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3H 
6% 3d5 4p 
35% 3d4 4s 4p 
10% 3d4 4s 4p 
23% 3d5 4p 
32% 3d4 4s 4p 
6% 3d5 4p 
22% 3d4 4s 4p 

































81% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5H 
99% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H]51 
86% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H 
51% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)2H)3I 
86% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3G)4G|5H 
70% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1I)2I)31 
96% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1I)2I)3K 
95% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3K 
97% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)1K 
61% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3I 
95% 3d5 4p (<3>2H)3I 
56% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)3I 
98% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1I)2I)1K 
11% 3d5 4p (<5>4G)5H 
13% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)5H 
40% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)31 
5% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>3H)4H)5H 
29% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3I 
27% 3d4 4s 4p ( (<4>1I)2I)3I 




100% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>3H)4H)5I 
96% 3d4 4s 4p ({<4>1I12I)3K + 4% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3K 
96% 3d5 4p (<5>2I)3K + 4% 3d4 4s 4p ((<4>1I)21) 
61 
T a b l e - I l l . 
Observed and l e a s t squares f i t t e d energy l e v e l s of even parity-
conf igura t ions of Cr I I in em''^ : 

















































































11% 3d5 <5>4D 
+ 11* 3d4 4s (<4>5D)4D 
+ 38% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)4P 
+ 39% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)2P 
99% 3d4 4s (<4>3D)4D 
3d5 <5>2S 56 
44% 3d4 4s (<4>1S)2S 
61% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)4P 
41% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)2P 
34% 3d4 4s 
42% 3d5 





73% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D 
73% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
+ 29% 3d4 4s (<4>3P)2P 
+ 20% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)2P 
+ 27% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
81% 3d4 4d l<4>5D)4P 
{<4>5DHD 
+ 27% 3d4 4d 
+ 14% 3d4 4d 
81% 3d4 4d 
78% 3d4 4s (<0>1S)2S 
35% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D + 
38% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2P + 
32% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4P + 
32% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D + 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2P + 
41% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D + 
40% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P + 
91% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2P 
58% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2S + 
56% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P + 
59% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D + 
78% 3d4 4d {<4>1D)2P + 
(<4>5D)6D 
(<4>5D)4D 
+ 14% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4P 
+ 22% 3d4 4s (<4>1S)2S 
27% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
24% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2P 
29% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
28% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
29% 3d4 4d {<4>3F)2P 
37% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D 
26% 3d4 4d 1<4>3F)4P 
31% 3d4 4d {<4>1D)2S 
20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
1.9% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
18% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2P 
5% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2P 
37% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2S 
27% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4P 
17% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
26% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2P 
29% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4P 
23% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2P 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2S 
71% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2P + 19% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2P 
88% 3d4 4d {<4>1F)2P 
42% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2S 
40% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4P 
68% 3d4 4d l<2>3F)4D 
48% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4D 
40% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2P 
55% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4P 
27% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2P 





















































































100% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)6D 





<5>4D -I- 11% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)4D 












61% 3d4 4s (<4>3P)2P + 38% 3d4 4s {<2>3P)2P 




3d4 4s (<2>1D)2D 
11% 3d4 4s (<4>1D)2D 
22% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)4F 
39% 3d4 4s (<4>3P)4P 
30% 3d4 4s (<4>3P)2P 
18% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)2P 
24% 3d5 
221 3d4 4s 
<5>2D 
(<4>1D)2D 
3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
78% 3d4 4s (<4>3D)2D 
66% 3d4 4s (<4>1D)2D 
71% 3d5 <3>2D 
78% 3d4 4s (<2>3F)4F 
61% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)4P 
43% 3d4 4s (<2>3P12P 
71% 3d5 <3>2P 
71% 3d5 <1>2D 
77% 3d4 4s (<2>1D)2D 
97% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4S 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>6D)6G 
95% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6P 
59% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D -f 3 
60% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F + 39% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D 
70% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4P + 25% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4D 
69% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4D -^  25% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4P 
93% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4F 
62% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4F -^  21% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F -f 18% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
21% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F + 14% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2P -^  22% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2P 
30% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4P + 24% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
71% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4F + 12% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4F 
41% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2D + 16% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2D 
27% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D -i- 21% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 

































78% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2D + 13% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
45% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 






20% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F 
+ 10% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2D 
+ 28% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D 
+ 28% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
+ 15% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
+ 29% 3d4 4d {<4>1G)2D 
+ 27% 3d4 4d {<4>1S)2D 
57% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P + 21% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
58% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D + 19% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
76% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2P + 17% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2? 
37% 3d4 4d (<4>1S)2D + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2D 
42% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2D + 14% 3d4 4d 
87% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2P + 
57% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2D + 
3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P 
3d4 4d (<4>3D)4S 
3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F 
3d4 4d (<4>3D)2P 
30% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
34% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
(<4>3F)2D 
5% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2P 
3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
25% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4P 
16% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
27% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
24% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F 
28% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2P 
30% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4P 
3d4 4d (<4>3P)2D 
+ 14% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
+ 14% 3d4 4d {<2>1G)2D 
+ 24% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2P 
+ 17% 3d4 4d 1<2>3P)2D 
+ 17% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2D 
+ 19% 3d4 4d { < 4 > 1 D ) 2 P 
+ 1 
35% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4P 
64% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4D 
41% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4D 
43% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
40% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2P 
53% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4P 
40% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2D 
63% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4F 
57% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2D 
26% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2P 
36% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2D 
73% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2D 
71% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2P 





















































































































100% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)6D 











12% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)4D 
20% 3d5 <3>4F 
+ 17% 3d5 <1>2D 
53% 3d4 4s (<4>3P)4P 
77% 3d5 <3>2F 
+ 34% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)4P 
53% 3d5 <3>4F 
64% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)4G 
59% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)2F 
99% 3d4 4s (<4>3D)4D 
75% 3d5 
73% 3d4 4s 
<5>2F 
(<4>3D)2D 
+ 10% 3d5 
+ 31% 3d4 4s 
+ 23% 3d5 
+ 20% 3d5 
+ 16% 3d4 4s 







64% 3d4 4s (<4>1D)2D 
75% 3d5 <3>2D 
97% 3d4 4s (<4>1F)2F 
78% 3d4 4s {<2>3F)4F 
61% 3d4 4s (<2>3P)4P 
+ 16% 3d4 4s (<2>1D)2D 
+ 9% 3d4 4s (<4>1D)2D 
+ 21% 3d4 4s (<4>3FHF 
+ 38% 3d4 4s {<4>3P)4P 
77% 3d4 4s (<2>3F)2F + 22% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)2F 
72% 3d5 <1>2D + 24% 3d5 <5>2D 
77% 3d4 4s (<2>1D)2D + 22% 3d4 4s (<4>1D)2D 
99% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6G 
96% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6P 
54% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D + 43% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
56% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F + 43% 3d4 4d {<4>5D)6D 
94% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4G 
70% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4P + 24% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4D 
3d4 4d (<4>5D)4P 
22% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
16% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
69% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4D + 24 
92% 3d4 4d {<4>5D)4F 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6S 
62% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4F 
67% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2F 
54% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4G + 24% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
21% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
26% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F + 17% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
30% 3d4 id (<4>3P)4P + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
44% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G + 30% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
60% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4F + 10% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4F 
41% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2D + 16% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2D 
27% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D + 18% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
52%- 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2F + 22% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2F 
43% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2F + 17% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2F 
81% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2D + 13% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
48% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F + 21% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F 
37% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2D + 14% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2D 
34% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D + 33% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F + 19% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2F 
39% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P + 32% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
54% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G + 22% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G 
75% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F + 16% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 










































































































































































42% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G + 23% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4G 
40% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2D 
27% 3d4 4d (<4>1S)2D 
56% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4P 
57% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D 
42% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2F 
39% 3d4 4d (<4>1S)2D 
22% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2F 
38% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2D 
+ 19% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2D 
+ 25% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2D 
+ 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4P 
+ 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
+ 16% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2F 
+ 22% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2D 
+ 18% 3d4 4d (<4>1D12F 
+ 13% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2D 
48% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2F + 15% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2F 
46% 3d4 4d (<4>lFl2D + 8% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2F 
78% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4G + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
26% 3d4 4d (<2>3P14P + 
53% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4D + 
31% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4D + 
55% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2F + 
37% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F + 
45% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2F + 
49% 3d4 4d {<2>3F)4P + 
32% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2D + 
65% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4F + 
57% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2D + 
64% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2F + 
37% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2D + 
79% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2F + 
73% 3d4 4d (<2>1D)2D + 
20% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4P 
14% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
21% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
17% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2F 
21% 3d4 4d {<4>3P)4F 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
32% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4P 
15% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2D 
14% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
15% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2D 
30% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2F 
17% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2D 
20% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2F 
16% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2D 
31% 3d4 4d (<0>1S)2D + 18% 3d4 4d {<4>1S12D 







13% 3d5 <5>4D 
+ 13% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)4D 
100% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)4H 




<3>4F + 19% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)4G 
78% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)4G 
59% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)2F 
66% 3d5 <5>2G 
66% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)2G 
12% 3d5 
21% 3d5 
23% 3d4 4s 









40% 3d4 4s (<4>1G)2G 
97% 3d4 4s (<4>1F)2F 
96% 3d5 <3>2G 
78% 3d4 4s (<2>3F)4F 
78% 3d4 4s (<2>3F)2F 
65% 3d4 4s (<2>1G)2G 
99i 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6G 
96% 3d4 4d (<4>5D16P 
53% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D 
55% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
94% 3d4 4d (<4>5D14G 
93% 3d4 4d {<4>5D)4D 
92% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4F 
98% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4H 
76% 3d4 4d {<4>3H)2G 
62% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4F 
53% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4G 
64% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2F 
221 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
73* 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H -
29% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F • 
39% 3d4 4d 
53% 3d4 4d 
35% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
14% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)2F 
22% 3d4 4s (<2>1G)2G 
+ 21% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)4F 
+ 21% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)2F 
+ 34% 3d4 4s (<4>1G)2G 
43% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
43% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D 
15% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2G 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
26% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
14% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
14% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4F 
19% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4H 
20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4D 
25% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G (<4>3G)4G 
(<4>3F)4F + 13% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G 
25% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
60% 3d4 4d {<4>3G)4H + 15% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2G 
46% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2F + 17% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4H 
44% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2G + 13% 3d4 4d (<4>3G14H 
54% 3d4 4d (<4>3G12F 
50% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
36% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D 
25% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
48% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2G 
39% 3d4 4d (<4>3DI2G 
73% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F • 
55% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)2F • 
41% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G -
33% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2G -
41% 3d4 4d (<4>11)2G ^  
58% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4D -
41% 3d4 4d (<4.->lD)2F i 
55% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2G ^ 
10% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
24% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4F 
33% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4D 
16% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2F 
18% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G 
14% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2G 
26% 3d4 4d (<4>ir)2G 
17% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4F 
18% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2F 

















20% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2G 
25% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2F + 21% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2F 

















+ 19% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2F 
+ 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
+ 20% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H 
+ 17% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4D 
+ 19% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)4D 
+ 19% 3d4 -id (<4>3P)4F 
+ 17% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2F 
+ 29% 3d4 4d (<4>3P)2F 
+ 19% 3d4 4d (<4>3F12G 
+ 13% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
+ 29% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2F 
+ 24% 3d4 4d (<4>1G12G 
79% 3d4 4d {<2>1D)2F + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2F 
77% 3d4 id (<2>1D)2G + 18% 3d4 4d (<4>1D)2G 
53% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2F 
78% 3d4 4d (<2>3FMG 
80% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4H 
57% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4D 
29% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4D 
34% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)4F 
50% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2F 
56% 3d4 4d (<2>3P)2F 
43% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)2G 
66% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4F 
63% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2F 

































































































- 3 6 5 . 0 







100% 3d4 4s (<4>5D)6D 
98% 3d5 <5>4G 
99% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)4H 
61% 3d4 4s (<4>3F)4F 
69% 3d5 <3>4F 









65* 3d4 4s (<4>3G)2G + 
21% 3d5 
12% 3d4 4s 
16% 3d4 4s 
17% 3d4 4s 
18% 3d4 4s 
7% 3d4 4s 
18% 3d4 4s 
79 
41% 3d4 4s (<4>1G)2G 
96% 3d5 <3>2G 
(<2>3F)4F 
(<2>1G)2G 
3d4 4d (<4>5D)6G 
3d4 4d (<4>5D)6D 
% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4G 
% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4F 
+ 24% 3d4 4s 
3d4 4s 






















3d4 4d {<4>5D)6F 













































































































































































































































































































20357.0 155,0 98% 3d5 <5>4G 
29251.0 1048.0 100% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)4H 
30110.0 33,0 99% 3d5 <5>2I 
33444,0 250.0 80% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)4G + 17% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)2H 
33823.0 990,0 71% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)2H + 19% 3d4 4s (<4>3G)4G 
35880.0 -173.0 87% 3d5 <3>2H + 12% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)2H 
38332.0 - 99% 3d4 4s {<4>1I)2I 
86599.0 381.0 99% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6G 
87657.0 344,0 99% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6F 
89894.0 -385.0 94% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)4G 
103606.0 237.0 94% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4I 
103918.0 188.0 98% 3d4 4d {<4>3H|4H 
103992.0 468.0 99% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4K 


















































































































































+ 33% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
+ 12% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)21 
+ 18% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4H 
+ 27% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
+ 12% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4H 
+ 7% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2H 
+ 30% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)2H 
+ 20% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2I 
+ 26% 3d4 4d {<4>1I)2H 
+ 23% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G 
+ 33% 3d4 4d (<4>11)2H 
+ 24% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)21 
43% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G + 23% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4G 
32% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2H + 28% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2H 
53% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4G 
72% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2I 
74% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H 
53% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4G 
79% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4I 
71% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4H 
32% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2H 
74% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2I 
45% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)2K 
55% 3d4 4d (<4>3D)4G 
43% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2H 
56% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2I 
20 51% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)21 
90% 3d4 4d (<4>1F)2H 
80% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4G + 1 
80% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4H + 1 
3d4 4d (<2>3F)2H + 12% 3d4 
3d4 4d (<2>1G)21 
3d4 4d (<4>3H)2I 
76 
3d4 4d (<4>3F)4G 
3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H 
(<4>3F)2H 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2I 
70% 3d4 4d (<2.>1G)2H + 20% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2H 
100% 3d4 4s (<4>3H)4H 
99* 3d5 <5>2I 
100% 3d4 4s (<4>11)2I 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>5D)6G 
94% 3d4 4d (<4>3H14I 
98% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4H 
98% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4K 
98% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2K 
76% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H 
73% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2I 
85% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)41 
86% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4H 
71% 3d4 4d {<4>3G)2I 
100% 3d4 4d {<4>1I)2K 
59% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)21 
52% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2I 
81% 3d4 4d (<2>3F)4H 
69% 3d4 4d (<2>1G12I 





8% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)41 
23% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2I 
25% 3d4 4d (<2>1G)2I 
21% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2I 
19% 3d4 4d (<4>3F)4H 
31% 3d4 4d (<4>1G)2I 
96% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4I 
98% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4K 
99% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)2K 
97% 3d4 4d (<4>3G)4I 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2K 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2L 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>3H)4K 
100% 3d4 4d (<4>1I)2L 
66 
Tab le IV. 
Observed and least squares fitted energy levels of odd parity 
configurations of Cr II in cm'^: 

































































































































100% 3d4 4p 
86% 3d4 4p 
89% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 
48% 3d4 4p 
40% 3d4 4p 
52% 3d4 4p 
50% 3d4 4p 
54% 3d4 4p 
95% 3d4 4p 
94% 3d4 4p 
76% 3d4 4p 
52% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d3 4s 
99% 3d3 4s 





















32% 3d4 4p 
38% 3d4 4p 
30* 3d4 4p 
23% 3d4 4p 















47% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D 
58% 3d4 4p {<;2>3P)4P 
35% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D 
36% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D 
95% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6D 
56% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2P 
49% 3d4 4p (<4>3P)2S 
41% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4P)3P)4P 
63% 3d3 4s 4p {{<3>2P)3P)4P 
63% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4D 
41% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)1P)2S 
56% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P)3P)2P -
45% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4D • 
53% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4D • 
+ 14% 3d4 4p 
+ 43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4FI5F)4D 
30% 3d4 4p 
32% 3d4 4p 
26% 3d4 4p 
25% 3d4 4p 






34% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4P 
191 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4P 
8% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D 
25% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2P)3P)2S 
17% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2P)1P)2S 
23% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D 



















1 6 * 3d4 
2 4 * 3d4 
24% 3d4 
13% 3d4 
1 5 * 3d4 
15% 3d4 
1 4 * 3d4 
2 1 * 3d4 
15% 3d4 
12% 3d4 






























( < 4 > 3 H ) 4 D 
( < 4 > 3 G ) 2 P 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 2 S 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 6 F 
4p ( ( < 3 > 2 D ) 3 D ) 4 E 
(<4>3H)4D 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 6 F 
(<4>5D)4D 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 6 D 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 D 
( < 4 > 1 G ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 3 P ) 4 D 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 2 S 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 2 P 
( < 2 > 1 D ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 P 
{ < 4 > 1 F ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 1 F ) 2 S 
( < 4 > 1 F ) 2 S 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 D 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 D 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 2 P 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 2 P 





















































































































( < 2 > 1 G ) 2 P 
4 p ( (<3>2D)11 
( < 4 > 3 D ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 3 G ) 4 P 
| < 2 > 3 F ) 4 D 
{<4>3G)4P 
(<4>5D14P 
( < 4 > 1 D ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 D 
( < 4 > 3 G ) 2 P 
{<4>3G)4D 
( < 4 > 3 G ) 2 P 
{ < 4 > 3 F ) 2 P 
(<2>3P14D 
4p ( ( < 3 > 2 D ) 3 [ 
( < 2 > 3 F ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 3 P ) 4 D 
(<4>5D)4D 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 2 S 
{<4>5D)6D 
( < 4 > 3 D ) 4 P 
( < 4 > 1 F ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 3 D ) 4 P 
( < 2 > 3 P ) 4 D 
( < 4 > 1 F ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 1 F ) 2 S 
( < 4 > 1 D ) 2 P 
( < 4 > 5 D ) 4 P 
(<4>3D)4D 
37% 3d3 4s 4p { (<3>4F) 5F) 4D + 31% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4D 
43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)IP)2P + 17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2P 
93% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)2S 
62% 3d4 4p (<2>1D)2P 
86* 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2F)3F)4D 
53% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P)5P)4P 
55* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D 
39% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2P) 3P) 2P 
58* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2S 
16% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2P 
7% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
42* 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P)3P)4P 
29* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4D 
21* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)2P 
35* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)1P)2S 
33% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2P + 30* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)2P 
76% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D + 18% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4D 
70% 3d4 4p (<0>1S)2P + 20* 3d4 4p (<4>1S)2P 
75% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4P + 24* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4P 
60% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2P + 18% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2P 










































































































































- 4 8 3 . 0 
224 .0 
- 2 7 7 . 0 
- 4 1 2 . 0 
- 1 9 5 . 0 
- 1 0 2 . 0 
- 6 4 3 . 0 
- 4 6 8 . 0 
- 4 2 0 . 0 
- 3 6 7 . 0 
- 3 0 1 . 0 
- 5 6 . 0 
- 1 6 0 . 0 
431.0 
129.0 
- 7 3 0 . 0 
- 6 3 4 . 0 
- 2 5 0 . 0 
- 9 9 9 . 0 
- 4 9 6 . 0 
- 6 1 1 . 0 
620.0 
232 .0 
- 9 7 . 0 
342 ,0 
- 5 1 . 0 
22 .0 
- 2 0 5 . 0 
55 .0 
- 7 2 0 . 0 
- 1 0 7 . 0 
- 2 9 5 . 0 
19 .0 
- 5 4 5 . 0 
- 3 3 5 . 0 
- 5 2 0 . 0 
46 .0 
-508.0 




- 1 9 8 . 0 




- 4 6 . 0 
100% 3d4 4p 
99% 3d4 4p 
85% 3d4 4p 
87% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 













81% 3d4 4p 
48% 3d4 4p 
93% 3d4 4p 
90% 3d4 4p 
86% 3d4 4p 
78% 3d4 4p 
76% 3d4 4p 






















100% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4F)5F)6G 
63% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2D 
96% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4F)5F)6D 
99% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)6F 
61% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2P 
46% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D 
80% 3d4 4p (<4>1F)2D 
36% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4F)3F)4F 






































































43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4D 
6% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2D 
30% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)4F 
6% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)2D 
28% 3d4 4p (<4>3P)4P 





















55% 3d4 4p 
57% 3d4 4p {<2>3F)4F + 
32* 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D + 
32% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2D + 
51% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)4S + 
99% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6P 
31% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D + 
49% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2P + 
96% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6D 
43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4P + 
82% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4F + 
44% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2D + 
60% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4P + 21% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)4P 
65% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4D + 9% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)40 
73% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)2P + 6% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4D 
43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F + 11% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)IP)2D 
92% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4S 
36% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4P)5P)4P 
8% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)4F 
19% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2D 
40% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4D + 
26% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2P)IP)2D + 
19% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)1P)2P + 
41% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4D + 
21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D 
16% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)4F 
17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)1D)2P 
8% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
17% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
19% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d3 4s 
25% 3d4 4t 
24% 3d4 4f 
28% 3d4 4f 
19% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d4 4f 
33% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4£ 
10% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
18% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
23% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
4 0% 3d4 4f 
34% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
20% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 






































































13% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
7% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d3 4s 
9% 3d4 4f 
11% '3d4 4f 
8% 3d4 4f 
18% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
8% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
8% 3d4 4t 
10% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
7% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 










































































































































-626.0 35% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4S + 17% 3d3 
22% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4D + 22% 3d3 
-256.0 63% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)2D + 
50% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4F + 32% 3d3 
39% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)IP)2P + 
155.0 36% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2D + 
65% 3d4 4p {<2>1D)2P + 
93% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)4F 
70% 3d4 4p (<2>1D)2D + 
86% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)4D + 
99.0 53% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4P + 
54% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2F)IF)2D + 
55% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D + 
40% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2P + 
58% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2D + 
62% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4S 
43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)2D 
29% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2P 
76% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
70% 3d4 4p (<0>1S)2P 
73% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4F 
43% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2D 





















































































23% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2D 
7% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
42% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P)3P)4P 
23% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2D 











3d3 4s 4p |(<3>2D)3D)2P 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)1P)2D 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4S 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)1D)2D 
3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)2P 
3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)4D 
3d4 4p (<4>1S)2P 
3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2D)3D)4F 
3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2DI3D)2D 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4P 
62% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2D + 20% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)IF)2D 
60% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2P + 19% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2P 
52% 3d3 4s 4p I(<1>2D)3D)2D + 21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2D 








































































































































100% 3d4 4p 
99% 3d4 4p 
82% 3d4 4p 
84% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 
45% 3d4 4p 
51% 3d4 4p 
48% 3d4 4p 
32% 3d4 4p 
35% 3d4 4p 
45% 3d4 4p 
49% 3d4 4p 
36% 3d4 4p 
80% 3d4 4p 
71% 3d4 4p 
50% 3d4 4p 
43% 3d4 4p 
91% 3d4 4p 
56% 3d4 4p 
93% 3d4 4p 
87% 3d4 4p 
77% 3d4 4p 
77% 3d4 4p 
100% 3d3 4s 
59% 3d4 4p 

































+ 29% 3d4 
+ 20% 3d4 
+ 37% 3d4 
+ 23% 3d4 
+ 32% 3d4 
+ 15% 3d4 
+ 14% 3d4 
+ 29% 3d4 
+ 7% 3d4 
+ 9% 3d4 4p 
+ 32% 3d4 4p 
+ 41% 3d4 4p 










+ 7% 3d4 
+ 7% 3d4 
+ 10% 3d4 
+ 19% 3d4 






96% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)6D 
99% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F) 6F 
87% 3d4 4p (<4>1F)2F 
47% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D + 42% 3d3 
601 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4G + 34% 3d3 





















4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)4D 
4s 4p 1 (<3>4F)5F)4G 
4p (<2>3P)2D 
37% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4F + 31% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4F 
85% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F12D + 
54% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)4P 
49% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4F 
24% 3d4 4p (<2>3F) 4D 
45% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2F 
32% 3d4 4p (<2>3P)2D 
72% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4G 
100% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6P 
65% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 2F + 21 
7% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P)3P12D 
27% 3d4 4p (<4>3P)4P 
20% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)3F)4F 
37% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D 
23% 3d4 4p 
27% 3d3 4s 
20% 3d4 4p 
23% 3d4 4p 
3d4 4p 
26% 3d4 4p 
(<2>3P)4D 
































































































































96% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6D 
88% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2G) 3G) 4G + 7% 3cl3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4G 
40% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4P + 34% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4P 
27% 3d4 4p (<2>1G)2F + 22% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2D 
62% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4F + 10% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2D 
23% 3d4 4p 
93% 3d3 4s 
59* 3d3 4s 
70% 3d3 4s 
55% 3d3 4s 
46% 3d3 4s 
39% 3d3 4s 
27% 3d3 4s 
17% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d3 4s 
53% 3d3 4s 
12% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
8% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
32% 3d3 4s 
28% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
29% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
28% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
20% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
40% 3d4 4f 
40% 3d4 4f 
44% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
23% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
20% 3d4 4f 
27% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
37% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1G)2F + 18% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>4P)5P)6S 
4p ((<3>2P)3P)4P + 24% 3d3 4s 
4p ({<3>2P)3P)4D + 8% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2G)1G)2F + 24% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F + 12% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>4P)3P)4D + 21% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2P)1P)2D + 13% 3d3 4s 
(<4>5D)4G + 13% 3d3 4s 
4p ( (<3>2H)3H)4G + 7% 3d4 4f 








+ 10% 3d4 if 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 6% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 






















































+ 13% 3d3 4s 
+ 9% 3d3 4s 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 18% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 22% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 17% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ . 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 6% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 14% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 14% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 21% 3d4 4f 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)4F 
4p ((<3>2D)3D)4P 
4p ( (•:3>4F)3F)4D 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)2F 
4p ((<1>2D)3DI4F 
4p ( (<3>4P)5P1 4D 
4p ((<3>2P)3P12D 











4p ( (<3>2D)3D)4P 




















































34% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)4G + 18% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4G 
36% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2F + 11% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2F 
62% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)2D + 6% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)40 
33% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4D + 27% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)40 
49% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)4F + 31% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4F 
39% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2D + 28% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)IP)2D 
90% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2F)3F)4F 
67% 3d4 4p (<2>1D)2F + 19% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2F 

































































































































































- 6 4 8 . 0 
- 9 4 . 0 
- 6 4 3 . 0 
6.0 
- 3 9 6 . 0 
484.0 
189.0 
- 1 2 4 . 0 
650.0 
121.0 
- 7 8 . 0 
75 .0 
- 2 5 2 . 0 
- 1 9 6 . 0 
- 1 2 0 . 0 
- 4 6 . 0 
593.0 
- 4 6 2 . 0 
- 6 6 6 . 0 
322.0 
- 5 4 1 . 0 
- 3 5 1 . 0 












70% 3d4 4p (<2>1D)2D + 22% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2D 
86% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2F)3F14D + 8% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
52% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4P + 43% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4P)3P)4P 
51% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)1F)2D + 21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2D 
67% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)1F)2F + 17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2F 
55% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D + 30% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4P)3P)4D 
63% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)2F 
50% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)2D 
49% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D;3D)2F 
46% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)2D 
76% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 
74% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D13D)4F 
42% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)1D)2D 
75% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4P 
22% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2G)1G)2F 
19% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)1P)2D 
14% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)1D)2F 
20% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)1D)2D 
17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4D 
23% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
18% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)2D 
23% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4P 
37% 3d3 4s 4p {(<1>2D)ID)2F + 35% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2F13F)2F 
39% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2F + 20% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2F 
62% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2F)3F)2D + 18% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2F)IF)2D 
52% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)2D + 22% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2D 
56% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)2F + 19% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2F 
100% 3d4 4p 
100% 3d4 4p 
99% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 













44% 3d4 4p 
86% 3d4 4p 
32% 3d4 4p 
79% 3d4 4p 
46% 3d4 4p 
67% 3d4 4p 




































100% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)6G 
69% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2F 4 
96% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)6D 
99% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)6F 
86% 3d4 4p (<4>1F)2F + 
94% 3d4 4p {<4>1F)2G 
48% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D + 
60% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4G 4 
34% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4F)3F)4F 4 
27% 3d4 4p {<2>3F)4F + 
27% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4F 4 
50% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2F + 
92% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)2G 
73% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4G + 
100% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6P 
61% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4F)3F)2F 4 13% 3d4 
33% 3d4 4p {<2>3F)4D 
74% 3d4 4p {<2>3F)2G 
96% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4P)5P)6D 
76% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G]4H 
85% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4G 
54% 3d4 4p (<2>1G)2G 
47% 3d4 4p (<2>1G)2F 
79% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4F 
69% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)4H 
52% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)IG)2G 
74% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2P)3P)4D 
52% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)1G)2F 
33% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
28% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 





















































































42% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 5F) 4D 
35% 3d3 4s 4p ( {<3>4F) 5F) 4G 
31% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4F)5F)4F 
16% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4D 
18% 
23% 
3d4 4p (<2>3P)4D 















22% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)3H)4H 
6% 3d3 4s 4p { (<3>4F)3F)4G 
28% 3d4 4p (<4>1G)2G 
21% 3d4 4p (<4>1G)2F 
6% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4H 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)2G 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4D 
21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)2F 
24% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4P) 3P) 4D 
24% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)3P)4D 




15% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)3H)4G + 12% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4G 

















































































































































































12% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d4 4f 





20% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
20% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 































































4p ( (<3>2H)1H)2G 
(<2>1D)2F 
20% 3d3 4s 4p {{<3>2H)IH)2G 
35% 3d4 4f (<0>1S)2F 
37% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4G + 
-14.0 44% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2F 
110.0 40% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4D 
49% 3d3 4s 4R ( (<3>4F) 5F) 4 F 
92% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F14F 
70% 3d4 4p (<2>1D)2F 
93% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)4G 
86% 3d3 4s 4p I(<3>2F)3F)4D 
62% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)2G + 24% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)IG)2G 
36% 3d3 4s 4p («3>2F)1F)2G + 29% 3d3 4s 4p { (<3>2F) IF) 2F 
42% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)1F)2F + 24% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>2F)IF)2G 
55% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)4D + 32% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4P)3P)4D 
64% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)2F + 22% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)IG)2F 
56% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D13D)2F + 17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)ID)2F 
60% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)2G + 25% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>2H)1H)2G 
77% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D + 17% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4D 
75% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4F + 23% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
45* 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2F + 29% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)ID)2F 
44% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)3F)2G + 15% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F)IF)2G 
23% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2F) 3F) 2G + 20% 3,d3 4s 4p ((<3>2F) 3F) 2F 









10% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
18% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
23% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
9% 3d4 4E 
16% 3d4 4f 
241 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
19% 3d4 4f 






15% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d3 4s 






+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 15% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 19% 3d4 4f 
+ 14% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 8% 3d4 4f 
+ 14% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 16% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 15% 3d4 4f 
+ 18% 3d4 4f 
+ 16% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 9% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 17% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 7% 3d4 4f 
t 9% 3d4 4f 
4- 12% 3d4 4f 
^ 13% 3d4 4f 
f 14% 3d4 4f 
^ 9% 3d4 4f 
^ 11% 3d4 4f 
1- 6% 3d4 4f 
^ 13% 3d4 4f 
^ 12% 3d4 4f 
^ 9% 3d4 4f 
• 11% 3d4 4f 
- 10% 3d4 4f 
• 8% 3d4 4f 
- 9% 3d4 4f 
• 13% 3d4 4f 
• 12% 3d4 4f 
• 20% 3d3 4s 4p 
• 14% 3d3 4s 4p 
• 32% 3d3 4s 4p 



























































20% 3d4 4p (<4>1D)2F 
5% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)3H)4G 
8% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4D 


























3477.0 67371.0 1106.0 
98% 3d4 4p 
96% 3d4 4p 
87% 3d4 4p 
98% 3d4 4p 
60% 3d4 4p 
56% 3d4 4p 
56% 3d4 4p 









+ 11% 3d4 4p 




+ 5% 3d4 4p 







































































































































- 6 2 7 . 0 
51 .0 
162.0 
- 1 5 6 . 0 
190.0 
79 .0 
- 2 7 6 . 0 
- 4 2 . 0 
564.0 
- 4 6 6 . 0 
- 3 6 1 . 0 





















































10% 3d4 4p 
6% 3d4 4p 
17% 3d4 4p 
11% 3d4 4p 
12% 3d4 4p 
9% 3d4 4p 
21% 3d4 4p 
7% 3d4 4p 
10% 3d4 4p 











100% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)6G 
96% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)6D 
100% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F16F 
95% 3d4 4p (<4>1F)2G 
59% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)3F)4G 
31% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4F 
50% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4F 
77% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>4F)3F)2G 
60% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)4G 
75% 3d4 4p (<2>3F)2G 
97% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4P)5P)6D 
74% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>2G)3G)4H 
81% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4G 
39% 3d4 4p (<2>1G)2G 
43% 3d4 4p (<2>1G12H 
86% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3GI4F 






3d3 4s 4p ((<3>4F)5F)4G 
3d3 4 s 
3d3 4s 
13% 3d4 4p 
18% 3d4 4p 
19% 3d4 4p 
4p ( (<3>4F)3F)4F 




22% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)4H 
6% 3d3 4s 4p {(<3>4F)3F)4G 
20% 3d4 4p (<4>1G)2G 
22% 3d4 4p (<4>1G)2H 
5% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)3G14H 
3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)1G)2G + 21% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)IG)2H 
3d3 4s 4p ({<3>2G)1G)2G + 22% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)IG)2H 
69% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)4I 
66% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2D)3D)4F 
64% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)1H)2H 
30% 3d3 4s 4p ({<3>2H)3H)4G 
18% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2G)1G)2H 
16% 3d3 4s 4p ((<1>2D)3D)4F 
16% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)2H 
18% 3d4 4f (<4>5D)4G 
14% 3d4 4f (<4>5D)6G + 14% 3d4 4f (<2>3P)4G 
14% 3d4 4f (<2>1G)2G + 13% 3d4 4f (<4>3H)2H 
10% 3d4 4f (<2>1G)2H + 9% 3d4 4f (<4>3F)2G 
13% 3d4 4f (<4>1D)2G + 9% 3d4 4f (<4>5D)6F 
8% 3d4 4f (<2>3F14I + 8% 3d4 4f (<4>1F)2H 
12% 3d4 4f (<4>1F)2G + 10% 3d4 4f (<2>3F12H 
11% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)4G + 8% 3d4 4f (<4>3G14I 
21% 3d4 4f 






18% 3d4 4f 











15% 3d4 4f 
12% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 















16% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
18% 3d4 4f 
25% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
20% 3d4 4f 
19% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
19% 3d4 4f 
27% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
25% 3d4 4f 
29% 3d4 4f 














( < 4 > 3 G ) 4 I 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 1 
(<4>3F)4G 
(<4>3H)4G 















( < 4 > 3 P ) 4 F 
( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 I 
(<4>1F)2G 
(<4>3D)2G 







18% 3 d 3 4 s 4p ( {<:3>2H)3HI4G 
12% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 









+ 15% 3d4 
+ 12% 3d4 
+ 17% 3d4 
+ 11% 3d4 
+ 18% 3d4 
+ 13% 3d4 
+ 13% 3d4 
+ 14% 3d4 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 12% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 17% 3d4 4f 
+ 16% 3d4 4f 
+ 11% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 
+ 8% 3d4 
+ 10% 3d4 
+ 7% 3d4 
+ 12% 3d4 
+ 15% 3d4 
+ 13% 3d4 
+ 13% 3d4 
+ 11% 3d4 
+ 22% 3d4 
+ 16% 3d4 
+ 19% 3d4 4f 
+ 13% 3d4 4f 
+ 10% 3d4 4f 
+ 18% 3d4 
+ 22% 3d4 
+ 12% 3d4 
+ 11% 3d4 










































( < 4 > 3 F ) 4 I 





( < 2 > 3 P ) 4 F 





















36% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)1H)2G + 16% 3 d 3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H13H)2G 
15% 3d4 4f ( < 2 > 3 F ) 4 F + 12% 3d4 4f (<4>1G)2G 























































































































































































































24% 3d4 4f 
25% 3ci4 4f 
40% 3ci3 4s 
50% 3d3 4s 
92% 3d3 4s 
93% 3d3 4s 
71% 3d3 4s 
31% 3d3 4s 
35% 3d3 4s 
67% 3d3 4s 
60% 3d3 4s 
76% 3d3 4s 
66% 3d3 4s 
100% 3d4 4p 
87% 3d4 4p 
98% 3d4 4p 
69% 3d4 4p 
40% 3d4 4p 
63% 3d4 4p 
90% 3d4 4p 
88% 3d4 4p 
66% 3d4 4p 
67% 3d4 4p 
94% 3d4 4p 
42% 3d4 4p 
56% 3d4 4p 
100% 3d3 4s 
99% 3d3 4s 
59% 3d3 4s 
75% 3d4 4p 
74% 3d3 4s 
84% 3d3 4s 
57% 3d4 4p 
76% 3d3 4s 
49% 3d3 4s 
82% 3d3 4s 
63% 3d3 4s 
37% 3d3 4s 
17% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
11% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
25% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
14% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
35% 3d4 4f 
25% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
23% 3d4 4f 
29% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
30% 3d4 4f 
36% 3d4 4f 
25% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
26% 3d4 4f 
35% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
13% 3d4 4f 
17% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
24% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d4 4f 
8% 3d4 4f 
15% 3d4 4f 
38% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
21% 3d4 4f 
16% 3d4 4f 
28% 3d4 4f 
42% 3d4 4f 
32% 3d4 4f 
10% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d3 4s 4F 
12% 3d4 4f 
22% 3d4 4f 
39% 3d3 4s 4p 
94% 3d3 4s 4p 
71% 3d3 4s 4p 
69% 3d3 4s 4p 
(<2>1D)2G + 8% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1D)2H + 12% 3d4 4f 
4p ((<3>4F)5F)4G + 22% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>4F)5F)4F + 32% 3d3 4s 
4p ( (<3>2F)3F)4F 
4p ( (<3>2F)3F) 4G + 5% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)2H + 19% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)2G + 27% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2F)1F)2G + 34% 3d3 4s 
4p ( (<3>2H)3H)2H + 23% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2H)3H)2G + 24% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<1>2D)3D)4F + 22% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2F)3F)2G + 24% 3d3 4s 
(<4>5D)6F 
(<4>3H)4H + 11% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3H)4I 
(<4>3H)4G + 17% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3F)4G + 30% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3H)2I + 21% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3H)2H 
(<4>3G)4H + 10% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3G)4G + 13% 3d4 4p 
(<4>3G)2H + 13% 3d4 4p 
(<4>1I)2I + 5% 3d4 4p 
(<4>1G)2H + 24% 3d4 4p 
(<4>1I)2H + 18% 3d4 4p 
4p ( (<3>4F)5F)6G 
4p ({<3>4F)5F)6F 
4p { (<3>4F)3F)4G + 36% 3d3 4s 
(<2>3F)4G + 22% 3d4 4p 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)4H + 22% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2G)3G)4G + 6% 3d3 4s 
(<2>1G)2H + 29% 3d4 4p 
4p ({<3>2H)3H)4H + 22% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2G)1G)2H + 19% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2H)3H)4I + 9% 3d3 4s 
ip ((<3>2H)1H)2H + 16% 3d3 4s 
4p ((<3>2H)3H)4G + 15% 3d4 4f 
{<2>1G)2I + 16% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1G)2H + 8% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3G)4K + 10% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3D)4H + 10% 3d4 4f 
(<2>3F)4H + 9% 3d4 4f 
{<4>5D)4G + 13% 3d3 4s 
(<4>1I)2I + 16% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)6H + 13% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)4H + 10% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)6H + 13% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)4H + 14% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3H)4I + 13% 3d4 4f 
{<4>3H)4H + 20% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3F)2I + 14% 3d4 4f 
{<4>3F)4I + 14% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3G)4I + 24% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3P)4G + 8% 3d4 4f 
(<4>1G)2H + 21% 3d4 4f 
(<4>1I)2H + 21% 3d4 4f 
(<2>3F)2I + 18% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3F)2H + 16% 3d4 4f 
(<2>3F)4G + 19% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1D)2H + 14% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3H)2H + 12% 3d3 4s 4 
(<2>3F)2H + 10% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)6F + 10% 3d4 4f 
(<4>5D)6H + 11% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3F)4H + 12% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3H)4H + 24% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3G)4H + 16% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3F)2I + 7% 3d4 4f 
(<4>1F)2I + 9% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3H)4G + 33% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3D)4G + 16% 3d4 4f 
(<2>3F)4I + 13% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1G)2I + 15% 3d4 4f 
(<4>1F)2H + 11% 3d4 4f 
(<2>1G)2H + 9% 3d4 4f 
(<4>1D)2H + 17% 3d4 4f 
(<4>3P)4F 
(<4>3D)4H 
4p ( (<3>4F)3F) 4G 






4p ( (<3>2H)1H)2G 
4p ( {<3>2D)3D)4F 











4p ( (<3>4F)5F)4G 
(<4>3F)4G 





4p ( (<3>2G)1G)2H 









































(<2>1G)2I + 10% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)IH)21 
((<3>2H)1H)2I + 11% 3d4 4f 
(<2>3F)4H + 9% 3d4 4f 




( (<3>4F)5F)4G + 22% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F) 3F) 4G 
( (<3>2F)3F)4G + 5% 3d3 4s 4f 
((<3>2G)3G)2H + 21% 3d3 4s 4f 















































































































































73% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)3H)2I + 24% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)IH)21 
88% 3d4 4p (<4>3H)4H 
99% 3d4 4p (<4>3H)4I 
94% 3d4 4p (<4>3H)2I 
89% 3d4 4p (<4>3G)4H 
93% 3d4 4p (<4>1I)2I 
98% 3d4 4p (<4>1I)2K 
100% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>4F)5F)63 
76* 3d3 As 4p ((<3>2G)3G)4H 
76% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)3H)4H 
+ 10% 3d4 4p 
+ 4% 3d4 4p 
+ 10% 3d4 4p 





23% 3d3 4s Up [ (<3>2H)3H)4H 















































































































































































































































37% 3d3 4s 4p ((<3>2H)1H)2I + 14% 3d3 4s 4p ( (<3>2H)3H)21 
22% 3d4 4f (<2>3F)2I + 14% 3d4 At {<4>1G)2K 
22% 3d4 4f (<2>3F)4H + 12% 3d4 At (<2>1G)2I 



































































































































































































Table V. HF and LSF parameters of even configurations of Cr I in cm 
1 sys t em 1 Sigma( 3)= 471 .00 CONVERGED. 




3d5 4s E0(3d5 4s) 
F2( 3ci, 3d) 







G2( 3d, 4s) 
3d4 4s2 E0(3d4 4s2) 
F2( 3d, 3d) 







3d5 4d E0(3d5 4d) 
F2( 3d, 3d) 








Fl( 3d, 4d) 
F2( 3d, 4d) 
F3( 3d, 4d) 
F4( 3d, 4d) 
G0( 3d, 4d) 
Gl( 3d, 4d) 
G2( 3d, 4d) 
G3( 3d, 4d) 
G4( 3d, 4d) 
-3d4 4s2 R2( 3d, 3d; 
-3d5 4d R2( 3d, 4s; 
R2( 3d, 4s; 


























































































































































Table VI. HF and LSF parameters of odd configurations of Cr 1 in cm"' 






F2( 3d, 3d; 








FK 3d, 4p) 
F2( 3d, 4p) 
Gl( 3d, 4p) 
G2( 3d, 4p) 
G3( 3d, 4p) 
3d4 4s 4p: 
EO(3d4 4s 4p; 
F2( 3d, 3d) 








Fl( 3d, 4p; 
F2( 3d, 4p) 
G2l 3d, 4s) 
Gl( 3d, 4p) 
G2| 3d, 4p; 
G3( 3d, 4p; 
Gl( 4s, 4p; 
3d5 4p -3d4 
R2( 3d, 3d; 3d, 
R2( 3d, 4p; 4s, 































































































































































Table VII. HF and LSF parameters of even configurations of Cr II in cm"' : 
1 system 1 sigma ( 3)= 428.00 CONVERGED. 











































































-3d4 4s R2( 
-3d4 4d R0( 
R2( 
R4 ( 






























































































































































































Table-VIII . HF and LSF parameters of odd configurations of Cr II in cm" : 
1 system 2 sigma( 5)= 458.00 CONVERGED. 
configuration parameter LSF accuracy LSF/HF 
3dA 4p E0(3d4 4p) 
F2( 3d, 3d) 
















G3( 3d, 4p) 
3d3 4s 4p E0{3d3 4s 4p) 
F2( 3d, 3d) 





















3d4 4f E0{3d4 4f) 
F2( 3d, 3d) 








Fl( 3d, 4f) 






















































































































( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
253.0 
93.0 





( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
488 .0 
( f ixed) 
162.0 
( f ixed) 
138.0 




( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 
( f ixed) 



































































































(A) in air 
5 4 8 0 . 4 9 9 9 
5 4 2 3 . 1 4 1 0 
5 4 0 9 . 7 6 1 8 
5 4 0 5 . 1 8 2 4 
5 4 0 0 . 6 9 0 8 
5 3 9 0 . 3 8 5 6 
5 3 8 7 . 5 8 4 6 
5 3 8 6 . 9 5 0 2 
5 3 6 2 . 9 2 3 9 
• 5 3 5 4 . 3 1 2 7 
5 3 4 8 . 3 3 1 7 
5 3 4 5 . 8 9 6 5 
5 3 2 9 . 1 2 7 2 
5 3 2 8 . 3 7 8 1 
5 3 0 8 . 7 2 3 3 
5 3 0 0 . 7 0 0 5 
5 2 9 8 . 2 7 6 8 
5 2 6 5 . 7 5 7 3 
5 2 6 4 . 1 5 1 7 
5 2 0 8 . 4 0 9 4 
5 2 0 6 . 0 3 6 0 
5 2 0 4 . 5 1 8 0 
5 1 9 6 . 6 0 5 8 
5 1 5 4 . 9 2 2 5 
5 1 4 4 . 6 3 1 3 
5 1 0 2 . 5 2 7 8 
5 0 9 6 . 7 9 4 3 
5 0 8 7 . 9 8 6 0 
5 0 8 5 . 6 1 0 6 
5 0 7 4 . 5 7 7 6 
5 0 6 8 . 3 9 4 9 







































- X-Observed wavelengths and energy levels of Cr I 
Classification 
Configurations 
Lower Ref (121 
3dMs' b'Oi 
3d' (^F2)4s d'Fz 
3d''4s^a'Dj 
3d ' ( -H)4s a'Hs 
3d' ( 'PHs b'Pz 
3d' ("PHs b ^ i 
3d' (•'P)4s b'Po 
3d' ("P^s b'P, 
3d' (-D3)4s b'Dj 
3d' {^G2)4s C'G4 
3d''4s^ a'D, 
3d^ 4s- a'Dj 
3d ' f S)4p z ' P / 
3d' ('S)4p 2%" 
3d'(' 'F)4s a'F, 
3d''4s- a'Dj 
3d' 4s^ a'Dz 
3d' 4s' a'D, 
3d '4s ' a 'Di 
3d ' f S)4s a'S2 
3d'(''S)4s a% 
3d ' f S)4s a'S. 
3d'' 4s ' b'Gs 
3d'(''F)4s C ' F , 
3d'('P)4s a'P, 





id' 4s ' a 'D, 
3d'c'P)4s a'Pj 
Configurations 
Upper Ref (12) 
3d' ('G)4p y ' F / 
3d' (a'D)4p v'F2° 
3d' fS)4p z^Pj 
3d'(a'F)4s4p('P")u'G4° 
3d' ('P)4p y'P:" 
3d' ( " P H P y-'Po" 
3d' C P K P y'Pi" 
3d'( 'P)4p y'P2° 
3d' ( 'D^p x'Fj° 
3d' ('l)4s4p('P°) U ' H ; ' 
3d' { '^S)4p z'Pj" 
3d' ('S)4p z'Pj" 
3d'(''S)4d e'Dj 
3d ' fS)4d e'D5 
3d' ('D)4p w'D2° 
























































































































































3d\^ G2>4s c'G, 
3d\'D3)4s b'D, 
UX'Pyis b'Po 
3d (^=H)4s b'H6 















































Table X- Observed wavelengths and energy levels of Cr II 
Observed 
Waveiength(X) 


















































lower energy state 
Ref [12] 
3d''CD)4d e'^ Co 


















3d' d^ Dsa 
3drG)4py''H„^° 







3d\'D)4p z<^ D,«° 
3dYD)4p z'?m° 
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